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Dean's Message

Dear Alumni:
This edition of The Transcript needs context.
Many of the stories were conceived and written
in late 2019 and early 2020. The news and
information they convey were and are truly
meaningful to both the history and the future of
the College of Law. As you will read about in this
edition, two beloved professors passed away,
two loyal employees retired and we welcomed
a talented new professor who we hope is with
us for a long time. We also profile two alumni
who are tremendous examples of our desire to
“develop inclusive leaders” who use their legal
education to break new ground in the business
world. As these stories were being finalized in
March, we were excited about how this edition
portrayed the College’s past success and
previews our future potential. On a personal
note, I was preparing to thank Acting Dean Anna
Shavers for her great work during the ten months
I served as the interim executive vice chancellor,
and I was thrilled to be returning to the law
school on March 23.
Then COVID-19 hit and much of what we know
about the world changed, seemingly in the blink
of an eye. As a result, I will let the stories in this
edition speak for themselves, and I will use this
note to say that you should be proud of the way
your university and law school responded to the
crisis.
We put students first. The law faculty spent
countless hours transitioning their courses to
remote learning, a process that sometimes
meant learning new technologies and formats
that would engage students over the last month
of the semester. Our staff called each of our
400 students twice in the first three weeks to
check in and make sure they were healthy and
set up for success in the online environment.
We promulgated a pass/no pass policy that
ensured that students most impacted by the
crisis could focus on balancing their health,
family obligations, work and school and that the
disparate impact the crisis was having on various
students would not be unfairly reflected in their
grades.
2
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We kept our employees safe. Very early in the crisis, the NU president and the UNL chancellor
prioritized flexible work arrangements so our faculty and staff could work remotely. This dedensified the campus and kept our employees as safe as possible. At the College of Law, staff set
up a variety of ways to keep our vibrant community engaged and positive, including weekly allstaff meetings on Zoom, a variety of Slack channels for fun challenges and games (as well as some
exchange of work information!) and professional development Zoom seminars on various GALLUP
Strengths. As difficult as this time is, my hope
“Please know that no matter what
is that our community comes out of it even
stronger because of this effort.
happens the College of Law will

relentlessly focus on our mission by

We solved problems and prepared for new
putting students first, keeping our
challenges. Almost immediately after we
community safe and transparently
planned for the end of the spring semester, we
started addressing new challenges presented by
and affirmatively confronting the
the summer and the fall. For example, students
challenges this crisis has placed
were having trouble finding jobs because of
in front of us. We will continue to
the economic shutdown, so Professor Stefanie
make you proud of the University of
Pearlman and Director of Public Interest
Programs Kala Mueller created a public interest
Nebraska and the College of Law.”
research assistant program for those students so
they could learn research and writing skills and
also serve local public interest groups this summer. We are actively engaged in planning for a fall
in which social-distancing requirements may dramatically impact how we deliver our educational
program. We are expecting a budgetary impact from COVID-19 that requires the College to
prioritize its core mission and values, and we are deep in our thinking about how to be successful
with fewer resources. Fortunately, we have spent much of the past 18 months redefining that
mission and those values, so we will use our strategic plan to guide our priorities.
Of course, so much is still in flux. As I write this, we are six weeks past the University’s decision
to teach, learn and work remotely, and six days before an online graduation “celebration” we are
having on Zoom because our live graduation has been postponed. The world has changed for all
of us in the last six weeks, and I have no idea what will happen between now and when you receive
this in your mailbox. Please know that no matter what happens the College of Law will relentlessly
focus on our mission by putting students first, keeping our community safe and transparently and
affirmatively confronting the challenges this crisis has placed in front of us. We will continue to
make you proud of the University of Nebraska and the College of Law.
Most importantly, I hope that whatever the future brings that you and your loved ones remain safe
and healthy. I look forward to the next time we can get together in person and wish you each the
very best.

Richard Moberly
Dean and Richard C. & Catherine S. Schmoker Professor of Law
3
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Jack M. Beard
Associate Professor of Law
and Co-Director of the
Space, Cyber & Telecom
Law Program

Eric Berger
Earl Dunlap Distinguished
Professor of Law and
Associate Dean for Faculty
Professor Eric Berger has
been named the Earl Dunlap
Distinguished Professor of
Law. He presented his paper
“Comparative Capacity
and Competence” at a Wisconsin Law Review
Symposium about Professor Andrew Coan’s
book, Rationing the Constitution: How Judicial
Capacity Shapes Supreme Court DecisionMaking. He also presented a paper, “What
About Bucklew? Courts, Culture, and the Future
of the Death Penalty,” at the Tenth Annual
Loyola Constitutional Law Colloquium at Loyola
University Chicago School of Law. Berger,
as chair of the Appointments Committee,
helped the Law College hire three new faculty
members, who will start in summer 2020.

Professor Jack Beard was
named co-director of the
Space, Cyber & Telecom
Law Program. He briefed
members of the Japanese Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in Tokyo, Japan, on progress in drafting
the Woomera Manual on the International
Law of Military Space Operations; addressed
government officials and diplomats on the
Woomera Manual at the Australian Defense
Force Academy in Canberra, Australia;
moderated a panel discussing the Woomera
Manual at the 12th Annual Nebraska Space Law
Conference in Washington, D.C.; and moderated
a panel and presented on “The Growing
Risk of War in Outer Space: What Role Will
International Law Play?,” at the International
Law Weekend in New York City, sponsored by
the American Branch of the International Law
Association. He presented on “Nuclear Arms
Control Diplomacy” at the Third Annual U.S.
Strategic Command Advanced Operational Law
Conference in Omaha. As co-chair of the Space
Law Interest Group of the American Society
of International Law, together with Professor
Frans von der Dunk, he organized a roundtable
of international experts in Washington, D.C.,
and presented on legal issues related to efforts
to protect earth from future, catastrophic
asteroid impacts. Beard established a new
honors externship for College of Law students
at the Office of the General Counsel of the U.S.
Defense Intelligence Agency in addition to the
existing honors externship he supervises at
the Office of the General Counsel of the U.S.
Department of Defense.

Kristen M. Blankley
Associate Professor of
Law and Director of the
Robert J. Kutak Center for
the Teaching and Study of
Applied Ethics
Professor Kristen Blankley
will be publishing “Online
Resources and Family
Cases: Access to Justice in Implementation of
a Plan” in the Fordham Law Review as part of
the symposium, “Achieving Access to Justice
through ADR: Fact or Fiction?” In addition, she
will be publishing “Creating a Framework for
Examining Federal Agency Rules Impacting
Arbitration” in the Washington University
Journal of Law & Policy. Blankley also published
“Expanding Options for Restorative Justice:
When a Victim Decides Not to Participate, the
Use of Surrogates Can Bring Cases to the Table”
4
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in Dispute Resolution Magazine published by
ABA Section of Dispute Resolution. Blankley
has been appointed a 2019-20 ACE Leadership
Fellow to examine and assess the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln’s ethics (ACE 8) undergraduate
graduation requirement. ACE 8 requirements
must “use knowledge, theories and analysis to
explain ethical principles and their importance in
society.”

Award for Excellence. This award is an annual
award chosen on the basis of demonstrated
excellence in teaching, research, academic
promise and achievement related to the
fulfillment of the research and teaching mission
of the College of Law. His recent publications
include “Madison and Shannon on Social Media,”
Business, Entrepreneurship & Tax Law Review
249, “AmEx and Post-Cartesian Antitrust,” 98
Nebraska Law Review 364, and “McGeveran’s
The Duty of Data Security: Not the Objective
Duty He Wants, Maybe the Subjective Duty We
Need,” 103 Minnesota Law Review Headnotes
139. Hurwitz testified at the House Committee
on Energy & Commerce hearing, “Americans at
Risk: Manipulation and Deception in the Digital
Age,” at which he discussed dark patterns
- techniques incorporated in user interfaces
designed to encourage or trick users into doing
things they might not otherwise do.

Richard F. Duncan
Sherman S. Welpton, Jr.
Professor of Law and
Warren R. Wise Professor of
Law
Professor Rick Duncan has
published “A Piece of Cake
or Religious Expression:
Masterpiece Cakeshop and
the First Amendment,” Nebraska Law Review
Bulletin (Jan. 7, 2019). Two more of his articles
will be published soon: “Defense Against the
Dark Arts: Justice Jackson, Justice Kennedy
and the No-Compelled-Speech Doctrine”
in the Regent University Law Review’s First
Amendment Symposium and “Seeing the NoCompelled-Speech Doctrine Clearly Through
the Lens of Telescope Media” in the Nebraska
Law Review. Duncan has spoken on electoral
federalism, religious liberty and free speech at
a number of law schools, including Cardozo,
Washburn, Illinois, Ohio State, North Dakota and
St. Thomas.

Richard A. Leiter
Director of the Schmid Law
Library and Professor of
Law
Professor Richard Leiter
was elected chair-elect of
the Law Libraries and Legal
Information Section of the
American Association of
Law Schools. He will become chair at the next
annual meeting of AALS in January 2021. Leiter
was also selected to be the Nebraska judge
at the national final for the We The People
competition held at the National Conference
Center in Leesburg, Virginia. We The People
is a national high school debate competition
focused on the United States Constitution
sponsored by the Center for Civic Education.
Leiter has participated as a judge in the
Nebraska state competition for about 15 years.

Justin W. (Gus) Hurwitz
Associate Professor of Law
and Co-Director of the
Space, Cyber and Telecom
Law Program
Professor Gus Hurwitz is
the 2018-2019 recipient of
the Ray H. Bunger Memorial
5
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in Portuguese that will be published in Brazil
as part of a book edited by Professor Arthur
M. Ferreira Neto of the Pontifícia Universidade
Católica do Rio Grande do Sul (PUCRS) titled,
in English, Legal Argument and Controversial
Issues in Contemporary Constitutional Law.
Lepard’s chapter is entitled “Reflections on
the Resolution of Debates on the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights: The Potential
of a New Approach Based on Fundamental
Ethical Principles.” He has also completed and
submitted for publication another book chapter
in Portuguese titled, “The Legality and Ethics
under International Law of Special Measures to
Protect Vulnerable Populations.” The chapter
will be published in a book resulting from a
conference on affirmative action held at PUCRS.

John P. Lenich
Earl Dunlap Distinguished
Professor of Law Emeritus
Professor John Lenich
has been presented the
University of NebraskaLincoln’s James V. Griesen
Exemplary Service to
Students Award. In
announcing the award, UNL Chancellor Ronnie
Green noted that this award recognizes
individuals who go beyond the performance of
their assigned work, devoting extra time and
effort in serving the needs of students. The
award acknowledges Lenich’s extraordinary and
sustained performance on behalf of students.
Lenich drafted the UNL Code of Student
Conduct, which also served as the basis for
the Code of Conduct that applies at all four
campuses. He also drafted a contract for the
recognition of fraternities as university group
housing units.

Furthermore, Lepard wrote a paper that he
expects to deliver at a conference sponsored by
the Australian Catholic University held in Rome,
Italy, on the theme “The Liberty of Individuals
and the Security of Nations.” His paper is
entitled “Implementing the Global Responsibility
to Protect Victims of Mass Atrocities: The Need
for a Common Ethical Approach.”

Brian D. Lepard
Harold W. Conroy
Distinguished Professor of
Law and Director of the
LL.M. Program in Global
Legal Practice

Colleen E. Medill
Robert and Joanne
Berkshire Family Professor
of Law

Professor Brian Lepard has
completed an article in
Portuguese to be published
in the law review of the Universidade Federal do
Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS) in Brazil. The title
of the article in English is “New Developments
in International Human Rights Law: Its Sources,
History and Institutions.” Lepard has also
submitted for publication in another Brazilian
law review an article in Portuguese entitled, in
English, “The Status of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights in Contemporary International
Law.”

Professor Colleen Medill
was one of 25 University of
Nebraska-Lincoln faculty
members selected by the
Executive Vice Chancellor’s
Office for the 2020 cohort of the Faculty
Leadership in Academia: From Inspiration to
Reality (FLAIR) program. Medill was voted
Professor of the Year by the 1L class, published
a new edition of her casebook, Contemporary
Property, and concluded her three-year term
on the Department of Labor’s ERISA Advisory
Council.

In addition, Lepard has written a book chapter
6
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Harvey S. Perlman
Harvey and Susan Perlman
Alumni Professor of Law

Josephine (Jo) R. Potuto
Richard H. Larson Professor
of Constitutional Law

Professor Harvey Perlman
has been appointed chair of
the Drafting Committee for
the Uniform Collection and
Use of Personally Identified
Data Act to be proposed
by the Uniform Law Commission. He is the
recipient of the Dean’s Advisory Board’s 2020
Distinguished Faculty Award.

Professor Jo Potuto has
been named the 20192020 Dr. Barbara Hibner
Trailblazer Award recipient.
The University of Nebraska
Athletic Department
presents this award to an individual or family
who has given outstanding support and
generous contributions to women’s athletics at
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Potuto is the
20th recipient of this award.

Sandra B. Placzek
Associate Director of the
Schmid Law Library and
Professor of Law Library

Kevin L. Ruser
Richard and Margaret
Professor of Law, M.S.
Hevelone Professor of Law
and Director of Clinical
Programs

Professor Sandy Placzek
reviewed Jonathan
Gienapp’s The Second
Creation: Fixing the
American Constitution in the
Founding Era for Law Library Journal and Three
Neglected Pieces of the Documentary History of
the Constitution and Bill of Rights for Unbound:
A Review of Legal History and Rare Books.
She presented a session at the Mid-America
Association of Law Libraries Annual Conference
in St. Louis, Missouri, on library community
integration, value and marketing: “Totally
amazing ideas to completely rip off from other
libraries... to make your own, show your value
and market your library.” She continues work
on the Transcript Index, and has volumes up
through 2004 indexed (http://schmidguides.unl.
edu/transcripts).

Professor Kevin Ruser
presented a continuing legal
education seminar on the
immigration aspects of Meyer v. Nebraska at
Concordia University in Seward; a talk on the
Law College’s Immigration Clinic, immigration
law and immigration policy at “Dish It Up”
for the UNL Office of Academic Success and
Intercultural Services (OASIS); a talk on “Padilla
and Its Progeny” at the Omaha Inns of Court;
a talk on immigration-related post-conviction
cases and developments in Nebraska for the
Douglas County Public Defender’s Office in
Omaha.

Follow the faculty at:
http://law.unl.edu/faculty-administration
7
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Chadron State College. This spring, students
from those schools traveled to the law school
to watch arguments before the Nebraska
Supreme Court and visited the legislature,
where they heard from senators, lobbyists and
committee counsel about the role of lawyers in
the legislative process and the representation
of rural interests. In the fall, RLOP activities
included CSC students attending Maren
Chaloupka’s trial skills seminar in Scottsbluff,
while UNK students visited the law school
along with a few WSC students. UNK students
also accompanied Schutz and the Water Law
Seminar students on the customary tour of
Central Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation’s
facilities. Visiting WSC students also saw
Schutz, David Bargen, ’04 of the Rembolt
Ludtke law firm, Shirley Peng of Nebraska Legal
Aid and Assistant Attorney General Jennifer
Huxoll, ’94, present a program on the role of
lawyers and the legal system in the wake of
flood damage. Schutz also participated in the
development of legislation concerning water
law, testifying in a neutral capacity on LB 845
and LB 802 before the Natural Resources
Committee, as well as right-to-farm legislation in
the prior session (LB 227 (2019)). He has written
about the latter in the Agricultural Law Update,
a publication of the American Agricultural Law
Association, and has a forthcoming piece on the
subject in the Nebraska Law Review Bulletin.
He presented the agricultural environmental
law update at the American Agricultural Law
Association’s annual meeting in Washington,
D.C., and presented on a panel concerning
local government approaches to water quality
improvements. He presented a paper about
Professor Neil Hamilton’s work at Drake Law
School in April 2019, entitled “Neil Hamilton’s
Agricultural Localism,” which was published
at 24 Drake Journal of Agriculture Law 97. He
also presented a CLE with Nick Ridgeway, ’18, in
North Platte concerning recent developments
in agricultural and environmental law. He is
currently working on a paper on the legal
aspects of Natural Resources Districts, a subject

Matthew Schaefer
Veronica A. Haggart &
Charles R. Work Professor
of International Trade Law
and Founding Co-Director
of the Space, Cyber &
Telecom Law Program
Professor Matt Schaefer
was involved in five
conferences during the Fall 2019 semester.
On the trade law front, Schaefer organized
a conference, co-sponsored by the Yeutter
Institute, at the Law College titled “Global
Trade and Business Law: 2020 and Beyond.”
He made a presentation on the WTO Dispute
Settlement System at the conference. Schaefer
was also speaker at and assisted in planning
the Yeutter Institute’s conference “What’s on
the Horizon for International Trade?” On the
space law front, Schaefer was the principal
organizer of and moderated the GovernmentIndustry Roundtable and co-moderated the
Commercial Space Law Reform Panel at the
Law College’s 12th Annual D.C. Space Law
Conference. Schaefer presented his paper on
harmonization of national space legislation at
the 70th International Astronautical Congress
in Washington, D.C. Finally, he organized
and moderated the American Branch of
International Law Association’s International
Law Weekend Space Law Panel, entitled “The
Resilience of the Law of Outer Space” in New
York City.
Anthony B. Schutz
Associate Professor of Law
Professor Anthony
Schutz continues his work
administering the Rural Law
Opportunities Program,
designing programming for
the undergraduate students
at Nebraska Law’s partner
institutions: UNK, Wayne State College and
8
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part of a special Property, Power and Prosperity
session at the Rural Sociology Society’s Annual
Meeting in Richmond, Virginia.

he has grown more familiar with while serving
as a director on the board of the Lower Platte
South Natural Resources District. He is also
planning a summer CLE on agricultural and
environmental (including water) law.

Ryan P. Sullivan
Assistant Professor of Law

Anna Williams Shavers
Cline Williams Professor of
Citizenship Law, Associate
Dean for Diversity and
Inclusion

Professor Ryan Sullivan
published “Revitalizing 4th
Amendment Protections:
A True Totality of the
Circumstances Test in
§ 1983 Probable Cause
Determinations,” 105 Iowa
Law Review 687. Sullivan was featured on the
January 17, 2020, episode of the CAP Impact
Podcast for his work in the successful repeal
of a Nebraska state law that allowed private
collection firms to extort civil penalties from
Nebraskans accused of shoplifting, regardless
of guilt. At the NSBA Annual Meeting, Sullivan
presented at the Pro Bono Summit where
he highlighted the several pro bono projects
recently implemented at the College of Law.
This spring, Sullivan was invited by members
of the Nebraska Legislature to provide expert
testimony in support of several bills aimed at
improving access to justice.

Professor Anna Shavers
was presented with the
2020 Chancellor’s Fulfilling
the Dream Award in honor
of her decades-long commitment to diversity
and inclusion. The annual award celebrates an
individual who has contributed to the University
or the Lincoln community by promoting Martin
Luther King’s goals and vision. Since joining the
law faculty in 1989, Shavers has brought a host
of civil-rights focused classes to the college.
Her course subjects include Immigration Law,
Refugee and Asylum Law, Human Trafficking,
International Gender Issues and the Intersection
of Gender, Race and Class. Shavers was named
the College of Law’s associate dean for diversity
and inclusion in 2018.

Adam Thimmesch
Associate Professor of Law

Jessica A. Shoemaker
Associate Professor of Law

Professor Adam Thimmesch
participated in the 2019
Virginia Autumn Invitational
Tax Conference and the
Association of American
Law School’s Annual
Meeting. Thimmesch serves
on the Executive Committee of the Tax Section
of the AALS and continues to lead the Law +
Business program at the College of Law this
academic year. Thimmesch’s most recent article,
"The Unified Dormant Commerce Clause," will
soon be published by the Temple Law Review. In
the Spring, Thimmesch began teaching Business
Law for the Honors Academy at the College of
Business.

Professor Jessica
Shoemaker has published
her article, “Transforming
Property: Reclaiming
Indigenous Land Tenures,”
107 California Law Review
1531. She also published
a book chapter, “The Challenges of American
Indian Land Tenure and the Vastness of
Entrepreneurial Potential,” in a collection
published by Cambridge University Press,
Creating Private Sector Economies in Native
America: Sustainable Development through
Entrepreneurship. Shoemaker presented her inprogress work on race and rural landscapes as
9
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Civil Procedure, State Con Law
scholar, Jonathan Marshfield, joins
Nebraska Law
Professor Jonathan Marshfield joined the
College of Law faculty in the fall. Prior to his
arrival, Marshfield taught at the University
of Arkansas School of Law. He teaches Civil
Procedure, Civil Rights Litigation and Remedies.
“We are so fortunate to have Jon with us,” said
Richard Moberly, dean of the College of Law. “He
comes to us with significant experiences in his
field, a strong record of published scholarship
and by all accounts he does a wonderful job in
the classroom. Nebraska Law has a tradition of
teaching excellence; so, anyone we hire, we hope
will live up to that tradition. Jon certainly does.”
In addition to teaching excellence, Marshfield is
pursuing an ambitious research agenda that is
focused on constitutional procedure and design,
state constitutional law and constitutional
change. His work explores how procedural rules
and political institutions can affect constitutional
outcomes. Marshfield’s most recent work has
appeared in the Northwestern University Law
Review, Boston University Law Review and the
Michigan Law Review. The New Jersey Supreme
Court has cited his state constitutional research,
and leading scholars in law reviews, textbooks
and academic journals have cited his research
into constitutional design. Marshfield has also
served as a consultant to foreign officials
regarding issues of constitutional revision and
design and has advised public policy groups
regarding voter awareness and ballot issues.
Before entering academia, Marshfield practiced as a commercial litigator with Latham & Watkins
LLP and Saul Ewing LLP. He also clerked for Judge Robert B. Kugler of the United States District
Court for the District of New Jersey, and Chief Justice James R. Zazzali of the Supreme Court of
the State of New Jersey. While in practice, Marshfield represented several large financial firms
and fortune 500 companies regarding a variety of complex business disputes in both state and
federal court. He has significant experience in most stages of civil litigation, including deposing
and examining witnesses, managing complex electronic discovery, arguing pre-trial and dispositive
motions, handling settlement mediations and participating in civil trials. He has handled appeals to
various appellate courts, including the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, the
New Jersey Supreme Court and the New York Court of Appeals.

10
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Remembering Steve Kalish
By Professor Emeritus Alan Frank
“The study of law is more than the preparation
for a trade,” maintained College of Law
Professor Steve Kalish. Of equal if not greater
importance are “the broader philosophical and
humanistic questions” that the law and legal
practice generate.
Stephen Elsas Kalish died on December 18,
2019, at his Redmond, Washington, home from
complications from mesothelioma. He was 77
years old.
Kalish taught at the Law College from 1971 until
his retirement in 2005. Among his courses were
Legal Process, Legal History, Legal Profession,
Corporations, Business Planning and Law and
Poverty. He was born in St. Louis, Missouri,
and received B.A., J.D. and LL.M. degrees from
Harvard University. Upon graduation from law
school he clerked for Judge L. P. Moore of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit. He then practiced tax and securities
law in Los Angeles for a large law firm before
joining the Western Center for Law and Poverty
where he specialized in housing and school law.
He turned to law teaching because, he recalled
later, “I was always interested in ideas. As I
drifted from private law practice to legal aid, it
was, in part, a political statement, and an effort
to get closer to dealing with ideas and ideals.”
In 1973, Kalish was one of 12 professors chosen
to participate in Harvard Law School’s Law
and Humanities Program, which he credits
for shaping his ideas on legal education. The
purpose of the program was “to bring together
a few law professors who were interested in
working on a humanistic level in an effort to
establish a nexus between law and society.”

he said, and a good way “to raise fundamental
humanistic questions about the role of law in
American society.”
His interest in legal history led him to focus his
teaching and research on the history of the
American legal profession and the biographies
of important lawyers. The history course he
created was unique in American law schools.
Ultimately, the emphasis shifted to a study
of the life of the famed American trial lawyer
Clarence Darrow.

After his return from Harvard, Kalish’s teaching
began to focus on the history of American
legal thought, both through his Legal History
course and under the rubric of Legal Process.
“I have found American history interesting,”
11
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Writing in The Georgetown Journal of Legal
Ethics, Kalish urged lawyers to not “follow
the prescriptive directives of an ethics code
in a wooden and categorical way,” but to
think reflectively to “professionally balance
their duties to a client against their duties
to the public and others.” One way that
this could be done, he suggested, was “to
consider how a lawyer, such as Clarence
Darrow, would have acted in the situation.
The contemporary lawyer
may find a helpful role model or, and this
is quite possible with Darrow, she might
conclude that he offers no useful guidance.”
Kalish’s interest in ethical issues led to his
being named the director of the University’s
Center for the Teaching and Study of
Applied Ethics. The center studied ethics
across the professions and sponsored
summer seminars co-taught by Kalish and
philosophy Professor Robert Audi.

From left to right: daughter Karen Rigberg, sons Daniel Kalish
and Andrew Kalish and wife, Suzanne Kalish. Daniel is holding
a certificate from Lincoln Mayor Leirion Gaylor Biard, declaring
January 19, 2020 Steven Elsas Kalish Day in Lincoln. This
photo was taken at the celebration of Steve’s life in Redmond,
Washington.

home with a different perspective on America.
The Chinese students envied our freedoms,
especially our ‘marketplace of ideas.’ We can
read and discuss whatever we want. I now
appreciate what a remarkable and valuable
concept this is.”

His investigation of the legal profession and
legal ethics led Kalish around the world. He
spent a semester in London in 1982 as a scholar
in residence at King’s College and an academic
visitor at the London School of Economics
studying the methods used in England to
determine fees for clients and the options
clients used to obtain legal advice. In the
summer of 2002, he taught Comparative Legal
Professions: The United States and England
at Downing College at Cambridge University,
which allowed him to continue his research on
the British legal system.

Let me add a few personal thoughts: Steve Kalish
was my best friend from the day I arrived in
Lincoln, and he was a great friend. He was always
the first to congratulate when things went well
and to express his heartfelt sympathies when
times were hard. Alan Tomkins described this
well: “Steve’s willingness to counsel and help me
were always greatly appreciated. He was a great
mentor. He showed a lot of interest in what I was
doing and offered advice, and, when he didn’t
have advice to offer, he was a great listener and
commiserator.”

In 1988, along with Law and Psychology
Professor Alan Tomkins, Kalish traveled to
China to participate in an academic conference
and lecture at four Chinese universities on
the American legal profession, legal ethics
and the law and social sciences. He summed
up his experience in an article in The Nebraska
Transcript. “Like many visitors to China, I came

It would not offend Steve at all to be
described as a unique individual – an eccentric
provocateur and contrarian. His personality is
12
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Steve Kalish loved gadgets. One
of his specialties was gadget
dinners. Professor Steve Willborn
described one such dinner:
“When it came time to eat, Steve
went back into the kitchen and
rolled a tea cart into the dining
room. On the teacart were a
half dozen or so crock pots,
rice cookers and other gadgets.
Trailing behind was a tangle of
cords and plugs. He told us how
he had cooked the whole meal
on these gadgets – the appetizer,
main and side courses, the
dessert.”

best encapsulated by what he
often told me about himself:
he loved to be the center of
attention. He loved to talk and
pontificate, often deliberately
taking outlandish positions to
provoke discussion. He was
not conventional and thrived
on challenging conventional
thinking. Much of his children’s
education occurred around the
dining room table.
These traits were perfect for
the classroom. What happened
there was important to Steve.
Every year he would tell me
about some new twist, some new
approach that would make his
classes better. The gist of what
he was trying to accomplish
by many of these innovations
was to create an environment
in which he would talk less and
the students would talk more. “I
just want to stand there and be
quiet,” he would say. Not an easy
task for a provocateur who loved
being the center of attention.

Despite his love of gadgets,
spending money was not an
easy thing for Steve. One year
he decided that he and his
family could get along fine
with only one car. Somehow,
he convinced Professors Frank,
Heidt, Hoffman and Snowden
to join him in a carpool. Not
Professor Kalish as featured in the
only did that provide a way
March/April 1983 edition of The
for Steve to get back and forth
Transcript, where he was portrayed
from the Law College, it also
as an American Law Professor in
provided daily transportation to
London. Artist: Dave Luebke
get Daniel and Andrew to day
Steve’s many interests included
care
and
elementary
school. Each morning, the
bridge, tennis, photography, books, opera,
disgruntled carpoolers looked on impatiently
chamber music and traveling the world with his
as the boys slowly exited and ambled their way
wife Suzanne and their children Karen, Andrew
toward their schools.
and Daniel and their families. In his retirement,
he studied piano and continued to lecture about
These and many other memories were shared
Clarence Darrow.
when Steve’s family and friends gathered in
Redmond on January 19 for a celebration of
his life. Andrew and Daniel came dressed in
their dad’s clothes: khaki pants and white
and blue dress shirts – misbuttoned, collars
askew and complete with his signature food
stains. There was much laughter and a few
tears. Steve would have been so proud to
once again be the center of attention. He
also would have been deeply touched that
Mayor Leirion Gaylor Baird, who had met
Steve’s daughter-in-law while on vacation
in Hawaii, proclaimed January 19, 2020,
as Professor Stephen Elsas Kalish Day in
Lincoln. We continue to celebrate his life
and cherish his memory.
Aside their mother, Suzanne, sons Andrew and Daniel dressed as
their father at Kalish's celebration of life.
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Remembering Marty Gardner
By Professor Robert Denicola
At the age of 75, Professor Marty Gardner
passed away on November 27, 2019, after a brief
illness.
Marty Gardner liked his job. He spent 48 years
in legal education and his quiet joy was evident
in everything he did. He grew up in Utah, the
son of Ralph and Elaine Gardner. According to
Marty, his first noteworthy achievement was
serving as the clubhouse boy for the Salt Lake
City Bees, then the minor league AAA affiliate
of the Cleveland Indians baseball team. He
studied music and philosophy at the University
of Utah and then stayed on to earn a juris
doctor degree and served as an editor of the
Utah Law Review.
As soon as he could, he made his way into law,
teaching as an instructor at the University of
Indiana. The University of Alabama hired him
away as an assistant professor the following
year, and four years later the College of Law
was fortunate to lure Marty to Nebraska.
(Alabama knew what they had lost, and a
decade later they enticed Marty back for a year
with a Distinguished Visiting Chair.) Ten years
after his arrival at Nebraska, Marty was named
the Steinhart Foundation Professor of Law
and he remained a faculty member at the Law
College for 43 years.
Marty had several passions. His family and the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
always took precedence, but law teaching,
music and Husker athletics followed close
behind. He loved music, a passion he shared
with his wife, Anne, an internationally-known
flutist. Marty was an accomplished clarinet
player with the Utah and Nebraska National
Guard bands and several local music ensembles.

He was also an absurdly optimistic Husker fan.
Every season brought a renewed certainty
that the Husker football team would return
to national prominence and men’s basketball
would win its first ever game in the NCAA
tournament. As the season progressed, Marty
would stubbornly cling to that optimism long

“I always wanted to be a law professor. I went to law school hoping to do
that."
14
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Marty and wife,
Anne, on their
wedding day.

after rational
fans had given
up hope. When
it became
obvious even to
Marty that this was not to be the year, he would
seamlessly pivot to next season, emphasizing
the returning players, new recruits and a more
Marty with his daughter, Lynsey Stewart, at Stonehenge in
Wiltshire, England

willingness to continue that pursuit during
the summer and not just at the College of
Law. His reputation as a teacher made him a
prized target for summer teaching at other law
schools, including Washington University, North
Carolina, BYU, Utah, Missouri, Tulsa and Iowa.

From left to right: Scott Ziegler, Sue Hraban, Anne Sheedy
Gardner, Marty Gardner, Linda Mannering, and Larry
Dietrich.

favorable schedule. (Marty never lost sight of
his true priorities and gave away his basketball
tickets to every Sunday game.)
Marty taught Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure,
Family Law and Juvenile Law at the Law
College. (He initially took on the latter course
to fill a curricular need at the College but
quickly made it his own.) He genuinely enjoyed
teaching, as evidenced by his repeated

Marty with Jim and Carol Shelbourn.

A self-professed Anglophile, he twice jumped
at the opportunity to teach in the summer
program at Cambridge University’s Downing
College. Marty was generous in every way,
including with his time. Students regularly
appeared unannounced at Marty’s door, and
he would turn off his music—no small sacrifice
for Marty—and spend as much time as they
desired discussing the intricacies of the Model

“What we teach is important
because it affects the lives of
everyone in very significant ways,
and students should develop a
sense of that.”
15
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Penal Code or the pros and
cons of no-fault divorce. Those
conversations would invariably
include a sincere inquiry
from Marty into the student’s
general well-being.
Marty was a prolific scholar,
always willing to put in time on
a Saturday to move a project
along. He wrote law school
casebooks on Criminal Law
and Juvenile Law, as well as
a student-oriented Juvenile
Law treatise. The multiple
editions of each of those
works attest to their utility
and impact. He had literally
dozens of publications in law
reviews, including top national
journals at schools like Duke,
Northwestern, Vanderbilt and
others. His final work will be
published posthumously in the
Nebraska Law Review.

“In law school we
plant the seeds for a
lifetime of learning and
growing.”
Marty helped out at the College
of Law in other ways. He was
part of a collaboration with the
Law and Psychology Program
on a grant investigating juror
reactions to instructions on
mental illness. He spearheaded
the Law College’s most recent
accreditation review by the
American Bar Association and
the Association of American

Professor Gardner and Assistant Dean Tasha Everman look on as Professor
Steve Willborn leaves his position as dean.

Law Schools. Every year he would make a recruiting trip to
colleges in Utah that yielded a steady stream of new students
for the College. That remarkable success was due in no small
part to the welcoming and supportive network that Marty had
established to assist the students he had brought to Nebraska.
Marty also served as the reporter for the Nebraska Supreme
Court Committee on Practice and Procedure in its revision of the
Nebraska Criminal Jury Instructions. In 2009, Marty received the
Law College Alumni Council’s Distinguished Faculty Award.
Marty Gardner will be greatly missed and fondly remembered
by the students, faculty and staff at the College of Law and by
generations of our alumni. I will personally remember him as one
of the kindest persons I have ever met.

Professor Gardner performs at Peru
State College.
16
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University hosts FCC Chairman
Ajit Pai
engineering and journalism students, he
discussed the FCC's work, as well as the world
of federal policy more generally. Following
lunch, Pai joined a roundtable discussion about
federal communications policy with interested
members of the Nebraska community.
The visit concluded with a public “Fireside
Chat” at the Nebraska Union. The event began
with a discussion between Pai and College of
Law Professor Gus Hurwitz, before opening
to questions from and discussion with the
audience. This event was open to all UNL
students as well as the broader University and
Lincoln communities.

Regional leaders join Chairman Pai for a roundtable
discussion about the importance of telecommunications to
the state and region.

Pai has led the FCC since 2017 and previously
served as a commissioner for the FCC since
2012. In these capacities, he has helped to
shape all aspects of federal communications
policies, from efforts to shrink the digital divide,
to fostering deployment of next generation
wireless technologies, fighting robocalls,
freeing spectrum to support next-generation
technologies such as precision agriculture and
satellite-based Internet access, modernizing
media ownership rules, updating public safety
technologies (e.g., to allow you to text to 911, and
for 911 operators to access location information)
-- and, yes, net neutrality. The son of immigrants
from India, Pai
grew up in Parsons,
Kansas. He graduated
with honors from
Harvard University
in 1994 and from the
University of Chicago
Law School in 1997.

The University of Nebraska hosted Chairman
Ajit Pai, head of the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), on Wednesday, September 18.
The FCC works on issues ranging from closing
the digital divide and facilitating the development
of cutting edge communications technologies, to
ensuring that telephone and television networks
are accessible to all Americans and support
public safety uses, and on high profile issues
like network neutrality and the deployment of
satellite-based Internet services.
The day-long visit began off campus at a
precision agriculture farm; a visit coordinated
by the Robert B. Daugherty Water for Food
Global Institute at the University of Nebraska.
The chairman visited Steve Althouse Farms, just
outside of Waverly, for a discussion of dryland
farming operations, the precision technology
used for planting and harvesting and the data
collected. Brandon Hunnicutt, a Giltner, Neb.
farmer, also joined the visit to provide some
perspective about rural connectivity and the
use of precision technology in an irrigated
system.

Visiting an area farm,
Chairman Pai shares
what the FCC is doing to
connect rural America
to the Internet and
hears about the specific
technological needs of
modern agriculture.

Afterward, Pai joined students and community
members for three unique sessions throughout
the day. At a lunch for law, business,
17
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Nebraska Law Hosts 12th Annual
Nebraska Space Law Conference
On Friday, October 18, the Space,
Cyber and Telecommunications
Law program hosted their 12th
Annual Space Law Conference
in Washington D.C., “Global
Perspectives on Space Law
and Policy.” The event brought
together over 200 registrants to
discuss modern issues in space
law and policy.
The first panel, “Commercial
Space Legislation: U.S. and
Global Developments,”
featured Audrey Powers, deputy
Panelest Mike Gold comments on a panel focused on spectrum issues at the
general counsel of Blue Origin;
annual event.
Mike Gold, chair of COMSTAC;
of ethics and compliance, and former head of
Irmgard Marboe from the
legal, CNES (French Space Agency). Sergio
University of Vienna Law Faculty; Frans von
Marchisio, chairman, European Centre for Space
der Dunk from Nebraska Law and Lesley Jane
Law, and Dennis Burnett, former vice-president,
Smith from Leuphana University Lueneburg.
EADS North America and Kymeta, facilitated
Marcia Smith, the founder and editor of
the conversation.
Spacepolicyonline.com and Professor Matthew
Schaefer from Nebraska Law served as session
The group discussed going back to the moon,
moderators.
international collaboration and the roles of their
respective agencies. During discussion of Japan
The conference hosted a lunch hour Space
joining NASA’s Artemis project, ThompsonAgency Legal Counsel Fireside Chat with
Sumara Thompson-King, NASA general counsel; King said, “We’re not going to do anything
new. We’re going to use that same system as
Masahiko Sato, director of evaluation and audit,
we move forward. We’re going to build upon
Department of JAXA; and Phillipe Clerc, head

Maria Elena De Maestri, Phillipe Clerc, and Lesley-Jane
Smith enjoy the Women in Space Law reception.

Nebraska LL.M. students Amy Sfara and Jasmine DixonSims enjoy the Women in Space Law mixer following the
conference.
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the collaboration and coordination that
we have already been engaged to get the
space station operational.”
The final two panels included “Spectrum
Challenges for Space Activities: What’s
on the Line for Satellites at ITU WRC19
and Before the FCC?” and “Woomera
Manual: Military Activities in Outer Space.”
Spectrum panelists included Gerry Oberst,
senior vice-president and global advocacy
at SES; Ruth Pritchard-Kelly, vice-president
of regulatory affairs for OneWeb; Jennifer
Manner, senior vice-president, regulatory
affairs at Echostar; Franceska Schroeder,
managing member at Schroeder Law; and
From left to right: Ryan Noble, Elsbeth Magilton, Professor Matt
Schaefer and Dennis Burnett share news of the creation of the
Fred Campbell, director of tech knowledge
United States Center on Space Law at the Conference.
and former advisor to the chairman, FCC.
Woomera Manual panelists included
Stacey Henderson, University of Adelaide Law School; Brian Weeden, director of program planning
for Secure World Foundation; Mike Hoversten, Air Force Space Command; and Professors Frans
von der Dunk and Jack Beard of Nebraska Law.
During the conference, Dennis Burnett, president of the Nebraska Law Space, Cyber, and
Telecommunications Law Advisory Board and adjunct professor at Nebraska Law, announced the
creation of the United States Center for Space Law. In addition to policy work, the center will raise
funds to help students wanting to study space law, carrying on Nebraska’s work on behalf of a
major NASA Space Law education grant.
The event concluded with “A Celebration of Women in Space Law Reception” at the National Press
Club. Students from the Space, Cyber and Telecommunications Law student group assembled
table decor featuring photos
and biographies of notable
women in space law.
The conference was cosponsored by the American
Society of International Law,
the Space Law Interest Group
and the American Branch
of the International Law
Association.
NASA General Council Sumara
Thompson-King speaks on the space
agency leadership panel.
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Women’s Leadership Initiative
features former ACLU president
Nadine Strossen
The third year of the College
of Law’s Women’s Leadership
Initiative kicked off on Thursday,
September 19 with a fireside chat
facilitated by Molly Brummond,
'03, assistant dean of external
relations and strategic initiatives,
featuring Nadine Strossen,
NYU law professor and former
president of the American Civil
Liberties Union – the first woman
and the youngest person to have
ever served in that role. While
Strossen was certainly qualified
to talk about leadership and
her own views on what makes
Nadine Strossen during Fireside Chat.
a successful leader, she was
hesitant to do so and, instead,
preferred to talk about her work. This included stories about her mentor, United States Supreme
Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg, in addition to those experiences she had as a volunteer lawyer
for the ACLU.
Ultimately, these stories set the table for the key leadership lesson that Strossen shared, “It is
about the substance.” Strossen’s passion for civil liberties drove her to serve in a high profile
leadership role and helped her succeed in it.
“I loved her message so much,” said Brummond. “So often, we get caught up in what traits,
behaviors and situations result in effective leadership. Nadine’s message reminds us that the best
leaders are really rooted in the mission.”
Following her time
with the Women’s
Leadership Initiative
participants, Strossen
spoke on her latest
book, Hate: Why We
Should Resist It with
Free Speech, Not
Censorship, during
an event held at the
College of Law in
partnership with the
3L students Erin Olsen and Devon Fox, Strossen and Molly Brummond, ’03, facilitated
University Program
a conversation with former ACLU
2L student Sarah O’Neill following the event.
Council.
president Nadine Strossen.
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Magilton hosts NASA’s first female
general counsel at Mentorship
Brunch
On Saturday, October 19, Elsbeth Magilton, executive
director for technology, security and space law
initiatives, hosted a brunch event in her capacity as
the co-chair of the Space Law Interest Group for the
American Society of International Law. The event was
developed for law students, new professionals and
those interested in mentoring others. The session
featured a fireside chat between Sumara ThompsonKing, NASA general counsel, and Jessica Deihl,
attorney at NASA Goddard.
Thompson-King covered her career, professional
Magilton hosted NASA General Council Sumara
experience and offered her advice to those seeking
Thompson-King and NASA Goddard attorney
mentorship or mentoring others. When asked how
Jessica Diehl for a conversation on Thompson-King's
it felt to be the first female general counsel at NASA career and experience.
she remarked, “it’s in honor... but I don’t want to
be first and last,” emphasizing that leadership and success inherently come with pressure. The
intimate and exclusive group generally commented on the success of the event and the power of
Thompson-King’s story.

Dunn-Wall Selected for 2019
Diverse Student ADR Summit
Shailana Dunn-Wall, ’20, was selected from 138 applicants by
the American Arbitration Association (AAA) to attend the 2019
Diverse Student Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Summit.
The day and a half long summit, hosted by the AAA, provided
law students with an in-depth understanding of what it takes to
become a successful arbitrator and/or mediator.
Dunn-Wall, from Omaha, was a member of the Multi-Cultural
Legal Society/Black Law Students Association, Equal Justice
Society, Women’s Law Caucus and the Sports, Entertainment, and
Business organization. Dunn-Wall graduated in December with
concentrations in ADR and Tax Law.
The AAA is the global leader in ADR and is committed to the
growth of diversity and inclusion within the ADR field. The Diverse
Student Summit is sponsored by the AAA Diversity and Inclusion
Committee.
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Yale Law Professor Justin Driver
delivers annual Lane Lecture
Justin Driver, professor of law at Yale Law
School, made his first visit to Nebraska as the
College’s Lane Lecture on November 8, 2019.
Driver began his lecture sharing that the state is
“a land of fascination” for him as former Husker
and Heisman Trophy winner Mike Rozier was his
favorite football player growing up.
Driver, a prolific scholar in the area of
constitutional law, is the author of recently
published book, The School House Gate: Public
Education, the Supreme Court, and the Battle
for the American Mind. During the lecture,
Driver shared that it took four years, or three
decades, to write the book depending upon
how you chose to measure. Driver explained
that he grew up in east Washington, D.C.,
but traveled to upper northwest D.C. every
day to attend school. The trip required a bus
and two different subway lines, in addition
to a substantial walk. This commute led to
such questions as “What opportunities am I
gaining by making this trek,” and “What are the
opportunities that my neighbors are missing?”

“You simply can’t understand one without
understanding the other,” said Driver.

Eventually, Driver learned about the landmark
case Brown v. Board of Education; he also
recognized that despite the decision to
integrate schools, many all black schools
remained and, thus, a big gap between the law
and life existed.

“Public school is one of the most significant
sites of constitutional law interpretation, and,
in any given day, 1/6th of the population is
in a public school. If we want to understand
SCOTUS’s capacity for impacting minority
rights, this is the body of law we should study.”

Driver continued in his education, believing
that he would become a public school teacher.
He did teach U.S. History and Civics, where he
recognized that many knew very little about the
constitutional rights of students. The goal of
The School House Gate is to make those rights
more accessible to non-lawyers.

Driver then walked through examples of that
case law drawing parallels to 1st Amendment,
4th Amendment and 8th Amendment issues
that remain.
Prior to joining the Yale faculty, Driver was
the Harry N. Wyatt Professor of Law at the
University of Chicago. He is a graduate of
Brown, Oxford (where he was a Marshall
scholar), Duke (where he received certification
to teach public school) and Harvard Law School
(where he was an editor of the Harvard Law

In providing an overview of the book, Driver
shared that at the highest level it examines the
intersection of two institutions – the United
States Supreme Court and public schools.
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Driver meets with students of the American Constitution Society.

Review). After graduating from Harvard, Driver clerked for Judge Merrick B. Garland, Justice
Stephen Breyer and Justice Sandra Day O’Connor. A member of the American Law Institute and
of the American Constitution Society’s Academic Advisory Board, Driver is also an editor of the
Supreme Court Review.
His lecture was sponsored by the Winthrop and Frances Lane Foundation. In addition to this
annual lecture, the Lane Foundation provides scholarships to law students in Nebraska and
financial support for law faculty research.
Winthrop Lane was a Nebraskan, born in 1889, who practiced in Omaha at the firm of Rose, Wells,
Martin & Lane, a predecessor of the current Baird Holm Law Firm in Omaha. The Law College is
tremendously grateful for the Lane Foundation’s support of our students and faculty, and of this
lecture.

Students volunteer for ‘legal triage’
at Project Connect Lincoln
Ten Nebraska Law students volunteered for
“legal triage” at this year’s Project Connect
Lincoln at Pinnacle Bank Arena.
Project Connect is a one-stop shop for veterans
and people of limited means to receive services
such as free dental check-ups and haircuts,
as well as free legal services. Law student
volunteers interviewed participants as they
arrived at the event to identify whether they
were in need of legal assistance, and if so, guided
them to one of the several legal service providers
offering free legal services at the event.
Professor Ryan Sullivan and clinic students pose prior to the
The legal triage program was a collaborative
beginning of the event.
effort between Legal Aid and the College of
Law’s Pro Bono Committee. It was developed
This year’s student volunteers were:
to provide law students a unique pro bono
Melissa Araiza
Amanda Berman
opportunity and provide participants assistance Brianna Duda
Bobby Larsen
in identifying their legal issues and guiding
Dimon McFerson Mauricio Murga Rios
them to the appropriate resource. Over 700
Sarah O’Neill
Allison Seiler
participants attended this year’s Project
Nichole Sklare
Amy Sonnenfeld
Connect event.
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Former Governor, U.S. Senator
Kerrey delivers 4th annual Bruning
Lecture
Bob Kerrey, former U.S. senator, delivered the College
of Law’s Attorney General Jon Bruning Public Service
Lecture on October 17 to a large audience of faculty,
students and the public in Hamann Auditorium.
Kerrey was the 35th governor of Nebraska from
1983 to 1987 and U.S. senator for Nebraska from
1989 to 2001. Before entering politics, he served in
the Vietnam War as a Navy SEAL officer and was
awarded the Medal of Honor for heroism in combat.
During his presentation, “The Appointment of John
Marshall: We Got Lucky,” Kerrey discussed how his
love for the law is a direct result of his personal
experiences. Although he had a prepared talk,
Kerrey rarely referenced the document and instead
shared personal stories and anecdotes that clearly
demonstrated his fascination with both the law and
U.S. American history.
Former Attorney General Jon Bruning created the
lecture series to provide an opportunity to focus
on the significance of dedicating all or part of one’s
career to public service. Public service can positively impact society’s dynamically changing legal,
governmental and social policy. Speakers invited to deliver the lecture have devoted themselves to
careers with this focus.
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Hon. Riko Bishop addresses
December graduates
Hon. Riko Bishop, ’92, addressed
the December Class of 2020
graduates and their guests at
the winter commencement
ceremonies held at the College
in the Hamman Auditorium on
Friday, December 20.
Bishop is a judge of the Court
of Appeals, representing the
1st Judicial District, a position
to which she was appointed in
2013. Prior to her appointment,
she was an attorney and
shareholder with Perry, Guthery,
Haase and Gessford. Upon
graduating from the College of
Law, Bishop was a judicial law
clerk for the Hon. Richard D.
Sievers at the Nebraska Court of
Appeals.
Hon. Riko Bishop, ’92, delivers the keynote address at the Law College’s
December 2019 winter commencement ceremony.

Prof. Brett Stohs hoods Arielle Bloemer.

Prof. Brett Stohs hoods Brett Bruneteau.
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Prof. Anna Shavers congratulates Shailana Dunn-Wall.

Prof. Anna Shavers congratulates Dave Fuxa.

Prof. Anna Shavers congratulates Lincoln Korell.

Prof. Anna Shavers congratulates Nichole Sklare.
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Marcy Tintera retires after 42 years
of dedicated service to University
In August 2019, Nebraska Law
welcomed new students but
also said goodbye to Marcy
Tintera, Nebraska Law Review
and continuing legal education
coordinator, as she retired after
42 years of dedicated service to
the University of Nebraska.
Marcy joined the College of
Law staff in 2002. Prior to that
time, Tintera held positions in
the offices of 4-H, Fisheries
and Wildlife and the School of
Natural Resources, all of which
are housed on the University’s
East Campus. In her role at the
College of Law, Tintera enjoyed
working with and getting to
know the students on the
Marcy
editorial board of the Nebraska
Law Review, offering advice and
lending an ear when a student needed help. She was also an asset to the alumni and friends of the
College, coordinating the CLE processes and ensuring each credit was accounted for and tracked.
One of her biggest responsibilities was the planning and execution of the College’s annual John
Gradwohl Estate & Business Planning Seminar. Bill Lyons, Richard H. Larson Professor of Tax Law
Emeritus, worked closely with Tintera on this event each year. He recalled, “When Marcy became
the administrative assistant for the Law College’s May Estate and Business Planning Program (now
the John M. Gradwohl Estate and Business Planning Program), the program was undergoing major
changes, including making the transition from printed materials to digital materials and complying
with increasingly more complex rules for obtaining credit for continuing professional education.
With Marcy’s help, the program not only survived but prospered. Attendees, the hardest critics of
all, sang her praises. She will be greatly missed.”
In retirement, Marcy continues to volunteer at the Lied Center for Performing Arts, a position she’s
held and loved since 1991.
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Colberg retires after 35-year career
of committed service to College of
Law
The Nebraska Law community celebrated the retirement
of Rebecca (Beki) Colberg on Friday, February 7 with a
cake and punch reception held in the Nearhood Office of
Admissions. Colberg worked for Nebraska Law for over
35 years. During that time, she filled numerous roles, most
recently as the admissions and financial aid coordinator.
Beki began her work at the College in August 1984, when
she started as an assistant in the Career Development
Office, working for then assistant dean Janet Krause.
Later, she moved into the Dean’s Office, where she
worked as an assistant for a series of associate deans,
including Chuck Tremper, John Lenich, Glenda Pierce, Kirk
Kluver and Tracy Warren.
Professor Rob Denicola shared some thoughts about
Colberg’s contributions, “When I became acting dean
and began working with Beki, two things quickly became
apparent.
First, if you
wanted
something
done, you
went straight
Beki
to Beki.
Second, she
was not shy about speaking her mind. Both traits
made the office run better and both carried over years
later when we worked together on admissions. It will
be impossible to replace her sense of confidence and
efficiency.”
Colberg’s longevity and involvement in the past
decades of the law school’s operation do, indeed,
render her irreplaceable. Her hope has always been
that she helped at least one student realize his or her
dreams. There is no doubt that her goal was achieved.
We wish her a long and joyful retirement.

Colberg was gifted luggage from her fellow Admissions colleagues,
as she hopes to travel more throughout retirement.
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Football agent Mulugheta
maintains, ‘For success, be all in, but
find balance'
By Katie Pfanennstiel, Assistant Director of Alumni Relations & Event Planning

Mulugheta, his siblings and parents pose for a photo with the 44th President of
the United States, Barack Obama.

David Mulugheta is well known in the sports industry and represents some of the biggest names in
the NFL. Yet, it was a much more tender moment during our interview that demonstrated his biggest
priority.
David and I talked for roughly 45 minutes. He told me of his family, his history and how he came
to be the man he is today. He’d answered my call while in the car, driving to training camp to see
his players. These players are technically clients but Mulugheta considers them part of his family.
Mulugheta was mid-sentence when I heard, “What’s that buddy? You’re cold? I’ll turn down the
air.” At that moment, his previous statement rang true: “I try to take my family everywhere I go.”
His young sons were in the car with him. This whole time, as I was soaking in his story, he was also
sharing it with his family.
This is the story of David Mulugheta: the now football agent who left the comfort of Dallas, Texas for
Nebraska, purposely stepping outside of his comfort zone in order to learn more about the world,
himself and the impact he could eventually have on others.
As a child, David’s parents, immigrants from East Africa, were the most influential people in his life.
They came to the United States with nothing but hopes and dreams. They worked day and night to
support him and his three siblings. Daycare was cost prohibitive, so his parents’ only option was to
take their children with them as they worked. So, David spent the days riding in his father’s taxi, an
opportunity that taught him the importance of treating everyone with respect, regardless of whether
or not it was returned. He learned compassion and its necessity in life, and how it could impact every
decision moving forward. Mostly, he learned that “anything is possible,” a phrase his parents believed
and lived by every day.
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Mulugheta graduated from the
McCombs School of Business at
the University of Texas at Austin;
it was there that he made a tough
but key decision about his future.
David could have gone elsewhere
to pursue a law degree, but he
chose Nebraska Law. He wanted
to put himself in an environment
where he didn’t know anyone, as
well as one that would push his
comfort level as a person of color
in the Midwest. “I knew I needed
to focus. Lock in. Do well.”
Coming to Nebraska allowed him
to interact with different types
of people, an opportunity he
learned would benefit him from
riding along with his father those
many years ago. At Nebraska
Mulugheta with wife, Chondra, and their three sons.
Law, he met lifetime friends with
whom he stills talks regularly. He said, “They were godsends who helped me adjust to Lincoln both in
and out of school.”
It was friends from his home state of Texas that would eventually lead him to a career outside of
the traditional practice of law. Jamaal Charles was playing football for the University of Texas and
would make it to the NFL. Mulugheta’s friendship with Charles allowed him to meet, learn from and
eventually land an internship with Athletes First in 2008. His internship turned into a postgraduate
job, and eventually his current role as an equity partner. His dedication to his clients is apparent; he
makes sure not to miss a single play of the 31 clients he represents.
Mulugheta has always loved, participated in and kept himself close to sports. The career that he’s
built for himself allows him to combine the skills learned at Nebraska Law (collective bargaining,
fundamental contract law) with something he’s always loved. It’s the “way of thinking that law school
teaches in everyday life” that has helped the most.
“When [the public] think of successful agents, they have a mindset of what that looks like. I like
to think I’m busting the stereotype of what an agent should look like or be. There will always be
obstacles, but you must find your way around those obstacles to help you continue to grow and
find ways to get better.” He leads his clients with honesty, and tells them what he thinks, whether
they agree or disagree. “At the end of day, they respect that I’m honest, not sugar coating, which
helps when dealing with younger guys because they’ve heard how great they are their whole lives.
I can look in the mirror, whether things work out or they don’t, knowing people can’t question my
motivation.”
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For Mulugheta, it’s not
only the skills he learned at
Nebraska Law that have led
to his success, but the skills
learned by living in Nebraska
as well. Putting yourself in
“uncomfortable situations help
growth and push you to be
better,” he said. He uses those
skills in his job every day to
deal with all types of people in
the industry: players, parents,
coaches and general managers.
“Whomever you’re dealing with,
it’s always a plus to be as wellrounded as you can be.”
Toward the end of the interview,
I asked David what makes
him the most proud. Without
hesitation, he said, “My kids.
They’re my everything,” and
credits his wife, Chondra, for
being the backbone of their
family. “Having a happy home,
beautiful wife, being able to
support and care for them,
giving my kids what I couldn’t
have growing up is what makes
me feel accomplished.” He
credits his parents and siblings
for his accomplishments as well.
Both of his brothers earned
advanced degrees as well, a
master of business and juris
doctor degrees. His sister went
to Harvard, during which time
she accepted an opportunity
to work for former President
Barack Obama’s administration
in the White House.
“My dad grew up in a village
where mud structures were
their homes. Neither of my
parents had the opportunity for
education beyond grade school,

Mulugheta with clients Deshaun Watson, Michael Thomas and Dwayen
Haskins, Jr.

and yet all of the sudden we were in the White House, having
our picture taken with President Obama,” Mulugheta marveled.
He knows that if his parents could have all of those differing
experiences in one lifetime, “there shouldn’t be anything I cannot
do.”
David is also proud of the work he does every day. “If you can
inspire somebody else, it’s better than any award or anything you
could be given.” He does what a lot of people thought would be
impossible and something nobody thought he could do. “In many
neighborhoods, like the one I came from, you’re either playing
sports, becoming an entertainer or doing other things to get in
trouble. Now, I can show young African Americans, both male and
female, that there is much more than being an athlete.”
At the end of the day, “it is important to have my kids and wife
with me. My kids can see what their dad does, and clients can see
family is important. Be all-in, but find balance. Success will follow.”
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Tyler uses legal, business
backgrounds to create ‘legal
matchmaking’ website

By Katie Pfanennstiel, Assistant Director of Alumni Relations & Event Planning
Kristin Tyler, ’05,
is co-founder
of LAWCLERK
and partner at
Garman Turner
Gordon in Las
Vegas, Nevada.
She recently
discussed
her role as a
leader and the
impact it has
on her work at
LAWCLERK.

where she worked in private practice with highend clients at a small boutique firm, providing
estate planning services. She then joined a
larger firm, where she built an estate planning
and probate practice before starting her own
small, boutique firm.
Eventually, along with partners Greg Garman
and Talitha Gray Kozlowksi, Tyler had the idea to
build a business that used her experiences as a
practicing attorney in a small firm and leveraged
technology to provide a solution to a problem
she knew many attorneys encountered: the
need for help.

At the age of
eight, Tyler
wrote to her
role model
Kay Orr, the
first female
governor for the state of Nebraska, a woman of
whom she thought so highly. Governor Orr sent
a letter of response, which meant the world to
Tyler and had a tremendous impact on her life. “I
want to be the governor someday,” she told her
parents. Her parents responded, “Then, you need
to go to law school.” Tyler ended up at Nebraska
Law as a result.

LAWCLERK launched in 2018 and is an online
marketplace designed to connect attorneys with
other attorneys who are in need of assistance
or looking for additional work. In other words,
LAWCLERK is a matchmaker. For example, an
attorney needs a brief written, but the timeline
and their current workload does not allow them
to get it written. In a large firm, the attorney
assigns the work to a law clerk. In a smaller
firm or solo practice, that’s likely not an option.
LAWCLERK provides those attorneys with a
tool to reach out to freelance lawyers across the
country for help.
The idea behind LAWCLERK, however, is not
only to aid those in need of assistance or a job
but also to reinforce the importance of self-care
and family.

With backgrounds in business and law, Tyler is
a true believer that a law degree can help solve
problems in both fields no matter the path
one takes. Although she did not have a clear
plan upon entering law school, she eventually
determined that she wanted to use both her law
degree and her undergraduate business degree
in a more non-traditional sense. She knew that
the critical thinking skills learned in law school,
when combined with her business acumen,
would allow her to succeed.

“We alleviate a lawyer’s workload by providing
easy access to other skilled lawyers who can
help. This results in more free time to spend
with their families, or themselves, doing
something other than worrying about each
aspect of a project. Being a lawyer doesn’t have
to mean working insane hours and missing out
on time doing the things you enjoy with the
people you love,” explains Tyler.

Upon graduation, Tyler moved to Las Vegas,
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“LAWCLERK was born from a vision
and the team’s desire to build
technology that allows lawyers to
have the best of both worlds. This
means a bigger pool of talented
people, offering services beyond the
normal realm of an office structure.
There is lower overhead, a flexible
fee structure, fewer conflicts and an
overall improved quality of life."
Using LAWCLERK is easy. After
creating an account, hiring attorneys
can post about what work needs to
Mike Graner (Marketing Director), Talitha Gray Kozlowski (Co-Founder),
Kristin Tyler (Co-Founder), Greg Garman (Co-Founder) and Ricky Ayala
be done, deadlines and any other
(Customer Success).
pertinent information. Then, freelance
attorneys apply for the project.
events such as continuing legal education
Matches are made by looking at the desired
seminars, legal conferences and state bar
skills and experiences based on resumes,
association meetings. “We like to meet
writing samples and other attorneys’ reviews.
attorneys in person so they can gain a feel
The hiring attorney controls the price and has
for the work LAWCLERK can provide them,
an opportunity to build their business without
whether they want additional work or need
adding significant overhead.
additional help.”
Contract work is a highly sought-after job.
Nearly 2,900 freelance attorneys provide
In the end, LAWCLERK provides a solution to
services through LAWCLERK.
lawyers and firms in need of additional support,

even on a project-by-project basis. “Creating
LAWCLERK and being an entrepreneur has
been like a rollercoaster ride; some days are
exciting and thrilling, while other days can
become stressful. We created what had not
been built before and ventured into uncharted
waters to figure it out,” shares Tyler. LAWCLERK
has built a community, one that continues to
grow and thrive, strengthens the legal system
as a whole and brings forth opportunities that
otherwise would not exist.

“A lot of people are looking for freelance work,
as it’s a job that can be done from anywhere
with flexible terms. As an example, military
families tend
to move
every few
years. A
spouse is
able to still
perform legal
work as an
attorney
without
committing
to a firm or
company.”

If you’ve never used a freelancer, LAWCLERK
even has an “Ultimate Outsourcing Guide” with
a handbook, video tutorial and worksheet to
get you started: https://content.lawclerk.legal/
ultimate-guide-homepage
For additional information as to how
LAWCLERK can help you, visit
https://lawclerk.legal.

Tyler and her
colleagues
recruit at

Tyler with fellow alumnus, Michelle Richart, '06, at the Military Spouse J.D.
Network event in Washington, D.C., in October 2019.
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Gordon M. “Mac” Hull, ’62, was
inducted into the Columbus Area
Business Hall of Fame. He is the
president and chief executive officer
of Tasty Toppings, located near
Duncan, after purchasing the salad dressing
recipe from Dorothy Lynch. Hull also owns
Dusters Restaurant and Brew Pub, located in
the historic Gottberg Auto Company building in
Columbus.

Dennis J. Burnett, ’72, has joined
HawkEye 360 Inc. as executive
vice president and general counsel.
Previously, Burnett served as
consulting principal with LMI
Advisors and vice president of Trade Policy and
Export Control of EADS North America.
Don C. Bottorf, ’73, has joined
Dvorak Law Group as of counsel
at its Sutton location. His practice
focuses on estate planning and
taxes.

Hal J. Daub, ’66, senior counsel in
Husch Blackwell’s Omaha office,
received the Albert Nelson Marquis
Lifetime Achievement Award by
Marquis Who’s Who, which is
the world’s premier publisher of biographical
profiles.

Timothy J. McDermott, ’75, has
joined the Florida-and Alabamabased Upchurch Watson White &
Max as a mediator and arbitrator.

Lee W. Orton, ’69, president of
Orton Management Association in
Lincoln, received the Ross L. Oliver
Award from the National Ground
Water Association. Orton developed
the State Water Plan of Nebraska and was the
first executive director of both the Nebraska
Association of Resource Districts and the
Nebraska Well Drillers Association.

Patricia (Trish) J. Winter, ’75,
was appointed by the University
of Nebraska Foundation Board
of Directors to serve on its
finance committee tasked with
recommending financial policies, goals and
budgets. With a long legal career involving
employee benefits and executive compensation,
she retired in 2019 from her position as senior
counsel with The Northern Trust Company of
Chicago. She is on the College of Law Dean’s
Advisory Board.

Robert C. Blair, ’72, was presented
the U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration Wright Bothers
Master Pilot Award at a special
ceremony in Hilo, Hawaii. The
award, the most prestigious pilot award issued
by the FAA, recognizes master pilots who
have conducted 50 or more years of safe flight
operations, exhibiting “professionalism, skill
and aviation expertise.” Blair has worked as
a chief pilot and check airman with Paradise
Helicopters since 2000 and also serves as a
Civil Air Patrol instructor and check pilot. His
aviation career spans more than 23,000 hours
of total flight time, including 11,000 hours flying
helicopters. He is a resident of Pāhoa, Hawaii.

Daniel J. Wintz, ’75, along with
John Atkins, was co-recipient of the
Nebraska State Bar Association’s
2019 George H. Turner Award. The
Award is presented to lawyers
who have demonstrated exemplary efforts in
furthering public understanding of the legal
system, the administration of justice and
confidence in the legal profession. In addition
to serving as planning chairs and CLE speakers
in 2018 for the Real Estate Probate and Trust
Section and co-authoring Chapter 18 of the
2018 Nebraska Probate Manual, they spent
considerable time working to modify the
National Uniform Directed Trusts Act so it would
be compatible with the Nebraska Uniform Trust
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Terrance O. Waite, ’77, and partner,
Todd McWha, have been named
legal counsel for the city of North
Platte.

Code. Wintz is a partner in Badura & Wintz Law
in Omaha.
Carl J. Circo, ’76, published
his book, Contract Law in the
Construction Industry Context with
Routledge Press. It offers scholarly
insights into how construction
industry relationships and practices have
influenced the common law of contracts.
Circo is the Ben J. Altheimer professor of legal
advocacy at the University of Arkansas School
of Law, where he teaches property, real estate
transactions, construction law, land use and
interviewing, counseling and negotiating.

Shelley K. Stall, ’78, has retired as
director of Student Legal Services
at the University of NebraskaLincoln.
William M. Atkinson, ’79, retired
as Brown County Circuit Court
Judge, Branch 8, located in Green
Bay, Wisconsin, after serving for 28
years. Atkinson won election in 1991,
and was re-elected in 1997, 2003, 2009 and
2015. Previously he served six years as City of
Green Bay municipal judge.

Thomas W. Cullinan, ’76, of Corpus
Christi, Texas, has retired after
more than eight years as editor
of Planned Giving Today. He
continues his work in charitable
estate planning as senior vice president and
regional manager for Thompson & Associates.
Throughout the past 27 years, Cullinan has
facilitated more than $1.3 billion in charitable
gifts.

Nebraska.

James D. Herbsleb, ’80, a graduate
of UNL’s Law/Psychology Program,
has been named the director of
the Institute for Software Research
at Carnegie Mellon University’s
School of Computer Science in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. A faculty member for 17 years,
he recently served as the institute’s interim
director.

Laurie Smith Camp, ’77, was
inducted into the Burke High School
Hall of Fame. Smith Camp is a
senior judge for the U.S. Federal
District Court for the District of

William J. Mueller, ’80, has been
elected president-elect designate of
the Nebraska State Bar Association.
He is senior partner and co-founder
of Mueller Robak, a Lincoln-based
lobbying firm.

Deborah R. Gilg, ’77, has been
elected to the national board
of directors for the National
Association of Former United States
Attorneys. She is also an adjunct
faculty member at the Sandra Day O’Connor
College of Law at Arizona State University in
Phoenix, Arizona, where she teaches courses in
trial advocacy.

Bernard J. Straetker, ’82, resigned
as Scotts Bluff County public
defender after 31 years at the office,
beginning in 1988 as an assistant
public defender. He was named
public defender in 2000.

LeRoy W. Sievers, ’77, is of counsel
at the Knudsen Law Firm, where
he previously was a partner. Before
rejoining Knudsen, he was legal
counsel for the Department of
Natural Resources

Harry A. Moore, ’83, was appointed
Scotts Bluff County public defender
by the Scotts Bluff County
Commissioners. Moore has worked
extensively in public defense,
including the last 6½ years in Arizona.
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Patty Pansing Brooks, ’84, a
member of the Nebraska Legislature,
was a keynote speaker at the 30th
anniversary celebration of the
University of Nebraska at Kearney’s
Woman’s Studies Program. Pansing Brooks
was a key sponsor of LB627, a bill to prohibit
discrimination based on sexual orientation and
gender identity in Nebraska.

Sam A. Hohman, ’92, has been
chosen chair of Aksarben’s
Women’s Ball Committee as
Aksarben celebrates its 125th year.
Hohman is CEO and president of
Credit Advisors Foundation in Omaha. She is
also a founding member of the Fashion Institute
of the Midwest, where she has served as board
co-chair since 2012.

Michael M. Hupp, ’84, has stepped
down as president of the Omaha
law firm Koley Jessen. He continues
as chairman of the firm’s board of
directors and co-chair of the firm’s
mergers and acquisitions practice group.

William J. McLaughlin, ’92, has been
appointed an arbitrator on the Illinois Workers’
Compensation Commission by Gov. J. B.
Pritzker. He is an attorney with McLaughlin Law
Group in Orland Park, Illinois.
John J. Kruse, ’93, has joined the Lincoln office
of Allied Insurance.

Kim M. Robak, ’85, has been named
chair of the Lincoln Community
Foundation board of directors. She
is a senior partner and co-founder at
Mueller Robak.

Tami L. Penner, ’93, has joined the
San Diego, California, employment
law firm Littler Mendelson as a
special counsel.

Todd R. McWha, ’89, and partner
Terrance Waite, have been named
legal counsel for the city of North
Platte.

Thomas B. Wood, ’93, has joined
the Omaha office of Inkelaar Law.

Susan E. Sapp, ’89, has taken office
as the House of Delegates chairelect for the Nebraska State Bar
Association. She is a senior litigation
partner at Cline Williams Wright
Johnson & Oldfather in Lincoln.

Jennifer J. Katz, ’95, has joined
Midland University in Fremont as
director of donor engagement
and major gifts. Katz spent the
previous five years as the director
of gift planning for the University of Nebraska
Foundation.

Thomas E. Zimmerman, ’89, was
inducted into the Burke High
School Hall of Fame. Zimmerman
is a Lancaster County district judge
who, since January 2020, has been
serving as the presiding judge.

Barbara J. Armstead, ’96, has been appointed a
deputy county attorney for Seward County.

Anthony L. Young, ’90, has been
appointed to serve on Arizona’s
Commission on Access to Justice
by the Chief Justice of the Arizona
Supreme Court. Young is the
executive director of Southern Arizona Legal
Aid, Inc.

Jonathan D. Cannon, ’96, has been
named deputy director of the
Nebraska Association of County
Officials.
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Darren C. Huskisson, ’96, has been
reassigned to Peterson Air Force
Base, Colorado, as the staff judge
advocate for both United States
Space Command and Air Force
Space Command. Col. Huskisson previously
served as the staff judge advocate for United
States Strategic Command in Bellevue and Air
Forces Cyber in San Antonio. He has also served
as the chief of Operational Law at United States
Central Command in Tampa and was an assistant
professor of law at the Air Force Academy.

Christopher L. Eickholt, ’98, spoke
at “Hate: How It Preys on Our
Fears and Ignorance,” a conference
sponsored by Chadron State
College. Eickholt is an attorney and
lobbyist for the American Civil Liberties Union
of Nebraska and an attorney with Eickholt Law
in Lincoln where he focuses on criminal defense
cases and government relations.
Julie L. Rogers, ’99, has been
appointed the director of the
Nebraska Office of the Public
Counsel, also known as the State
Ombudsman’s Office. Previously
she was inspector general for child welfare for
Nebraska.

Amy A. Miller, ’96, has joined
Disability Rights Nebraska in Lincoln
as a staff attorney.

B. Josh White, ’99, has been named
as vice president of business
development with Metonic Real
Estate Solutions in Omaha and
will foster investor relationships
and further brand awareness. Previously, White
oversaw growth and development at Goosman
Law Firm in Omaha.

Holly J. Parsley, ’96, judge of the
Lancaster County District Court,
was presented the Improvement of
Judicial System Award by Nebraska
Supreme Court Chief Justice
Michael Heavican, '75, at the court’s Annual
Judicial Dinner. She was recognized for her
leadership serving on the Nebraska Supreme
Court Commission on Conservatorship, the
Guardian and Conservatorship Forms and Rules
Committee and the Bench-Media Committee.

Daniel D. Packard, ’00, has joined the United
States Attorney’s Office for the District of
Nebraska in Lincoln.

Lori M. Reilly, ’96, was recently
named chief operating officer with
The Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufactures of America (PhRMA),
a new position within the company.
Reilly has been with the company for 20 years,
previously serving as executive vice president of
policy, research and membership.

Jisella A. Dolan, ’01, has been
named to the RAISE Family
Caregiving Advisory Council, which
was established pursuant to the
Federal RAISE Family Caregivers
Act and Supporting Grandparents Raising
Grandchildren Act. Dolan is the global chief
advisory officer for Home Instead Senior Care,
headquartered in Omaha. She also serves as
strategy officer for the World Economic Forum
and on its Global Council for the Future of
Health Care and is a member of the Women’s
Leadership Council for Women Against
Alzheimer’s.

Jennifer K. Robbennolt, ’96, Alice
Curtis Campbell Professor of Law
and professor of psychology at
the University of Illinois, along
with Verity Winship, professor
of law at the University of Illinois, has been
awarded the Hugh L. Carey Center for Dispute
Resolution’s 2020 Mangano Dispute Resolution
Advancement Award for their scholarly
examination of SEC settlements in “An Empirical
Study of Admissions in SEC Settlements”
published in the Arizona Law Review.

Nichole S. Bogen, ’02, has joined
Lamson Dugan & Murray as a
partner and opened the firm’s
Lincoln office. Her practice focuses
within the transportation industry
and similarly situated businesses.
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Molly M. Brummond, ’03, was
recognized by and awarded the
Visionary Award from the Nebraska
State Bar Association for her
work in and development of the
Women’s Leadership Initiative at Nebraska Law,
as well as developing the College’s Build Your
Character program. Brummond also received
the University’s 2020 Chancellor’s Outstanding
Contribution to the Status of Women Award.
Brummond is the assistant dean for external
relations and strategic initiatives at Nebraska
Law.

States from becoming what it could be: the
healthiest nation in the world.
Jill D. Fiddler, ’06, has joined
Assurity Life Insurance Company
in Lincoln as associate general
counsel.
Tara L. Gardner-Williams, ’07, has
been made a shareholder in the
Lincoln law firm Keating O’Gara,
where her practice focuses on
family law. Gardner-Williams joined
the firm in 2014 as an associate attorney.

Kristin A. Crone, ’03, has been
promoted to partner with the
Omaha law firm Fraser Stryker.
She leads the firm’s immigration
practice.

Timothy R. Mulliner, ’07, has joined
Abrahams Kaslow & Cassman
as a member of their banking,
employment and litigation teams.
Previously, Mulliner was in private
practice in Nevada.

Tracey L. Buettner, ’04, has joined
the NSBA Executive Council,
representing the Third Judicial
District. She is a shareholder of
Stratton, DeLay, Doele, Carlson,
Buettner & Stover in Norfolk.

Minnesota.

Torri A. Criger, ’08, has been
elected partner at Kutak Rock. She
focuses her practice on corporate
healthcare in the firm’s Omaha
office.

John A. Cunningham, ’05, has been
named director of athletics at the
University of Cincinnati. Previously,
he was deputy athletics director for
administration at the University of

Katherine S. Vogel, ’08, has joined
the Omaha law firm of Koenig
Dunne, where she focuses on
probate and real estate planning.
Nicole R. (Hanson) Konen, ’09, and
her husband, Nicholas, welcomed
a baby girl, Jude, born August
19, 2019. Konen is a partner with
Fraser Stryker in Omaha, where she
focuses on business and corporate law.

John L. Selzer, ’05, has been named
president of the Scottsbluff Public
Schools Foundation board of
directors. He has served as a board
member for the past decade. Selzer
is an attorney at Simmons Olsen Law Firm in
Scottsbluff.

Christin P. Lovegrove, ’09, was
presented the Outstanding Young
Lawyer Award at the annual
meeting of the Nebraska State Bar
Association. She also joined the
NSBA Executive Council representing the Young
Lawyers Section. Lovegrove is a partner at
Heinisch & Lovegrove Law Office in Geneva.

Daniel E. Dawes, ’06, has published
a new book entitled The Political
Determinants of Health. Dawes’
book addresses the systemic
barriers that prevent the United
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Laura E. (Pederson) Troshynski,
’09, has joined First National Bank
North Platte as a trust officer
for wealth management group.
Troshynski’s background includes
estate planning and asset management.
Troshynski was recently named to the
Humanities Nebraska Foundation Board of
Directors.

Nicholas J. Welding, ’11, has joined
the Lincoln law firm Norby &
Welding as a partner. His practice
focuses on labor and employment
litigation.
Nicholas A. Buda, ’12, has been
named partner with the Omaha
law firm Baird Holm. His practice
consists of commercial litigation
in the areas of creditors’ rights,
business and corporate transactions and
contract disputes. Buda has been named chair
of the Creditors Rights Section of the Nebraska
State Bar Association.

Maggie L. Ebert, ’10, has been
elected partner at Kutak Rock. She
focuses her practice on intellectual
property and complex commercial
litigation in the firm’s Omaha office.
Daniel J. Hassing, ’10, has been
named partner at the Omaha law
firm Lamson Dugan & Murray, where
he handles cases that fall under the
Federal Employer’s Liability Act and
claims from professional negligence.

David A. Lopez, ’12, has joined the
Omaha office Husch Blackwell.
Lopez previously served in the
Nebraska Attorney General’s Office
as assistant attorney general and as
the state’s first deputy solicitor general.
Garrett A. Lutovsky, ’12, has
been named partner with Engles,
Ketcham, Olson & Keith, where
he began as an associate in 2012.
He works in the firm’s workers’
compensation defense group.

Michelle E. Pernicek, ’10, has been
elected a partner at Kutak Rock.
She represents clients in various
types of public finance transactions,
including securitizations, derivatives
and general corporate matters in the firm’s
Omaha office.

Kate Q. (Quinn) Martz, ’12, has been
named partner with the Lincoln law
firm Baylor Evnen. Martz practices
within the firm’s litigation practice
group.

Coady H. Pruett, ’10, has joined KSB
School Law in Lincoln.

Christopher W. Peterson, ’12,
has joined Husch Blackwell as an
associate. Peterson is located at
the Springfield, Missouri, office.
Formerly, he was associate general
counsel for Family Express Corporation in
Indiana.

Linsey A. Camplin, ’11, has been
named equal partner with the firm
McHenry, Haszard, Roth, Hupp,
Burkholder & Blomenberg. Camplin
has been with the firm since 2014
and practices family and juvenile law.

Trevin H. Preble, ’12, has opened
Preble Law Firm in Lincoln, focusing
on criminal, family and bankruptcy
law.

Elizabeth A. (Freshman)
McClelland, ’11, has opened E.
McClelland Law in Ralston, focusing
on criminal, domestic, family and
juvenile law.

Emily K. Rose, ’12, has been appointed chief
legal counsel for the Nebraska Department of
Natural Resources.
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Asher R. Ball, ’13, has been elected
partner at Kutak Rock. His practice
encompasses corporate and real
estate finance in the firm’s Omaha
office.

A. Bree Robbins, ’13, has been
appointed city attorney for the City
of Bellevue.
Daniel J. Russell, ’13, is the deputy
executive director of Stand
for Schools, a Nebraska-based
nonprofit dedicated to public
school excellence headquartered in
Lincoln.

Shannon E. Fallon, ’13, has been
named partner in the Lincoln law
firm Cline Williams Wright Johnson
& Oldfather. She concentrates her
practice in corporate and real estate
transactions.
AriAnna C. Goldstein, ’13, has been
named partner with the Omaha
law firm Baird Holm. Goldstein
focuses on intellectual property and
technology law, with an emphasis
on patent law.

Heather S. Colton, ’14, has been
named partner with Pollack and
Ball in Lincoln, where she began
her legal career as a legal assistant
in 2010. After earning her juris
doctor, she began with the firm as an associate
attorney.

Justin M. Hochstein, ’13, and wife Kylie,
welcomed son Baylor Hayes, on March 21, 2020.
Hochstein founded Hochstein Strategic Legal
Planning upon his graduation, focusing his
practice solely on estate and business planning.

Halley Acklie Kruse, ’14, has joined
the Bryan Foundation board of
trustees. Kruse is vice president
and general counsel for the Acklie
Charitable Foundation.

Christopher M. Johnson, ’13, has
joined the Lincoln office of Cordell
& Cordell, the nation’s largest
domestic litigation firm, whose
focus is on representing men in
family law matters. Formerly, he was a chief
felony prosecutor in York.

James B. Newell, ’14, is celebrating
the five-year anniversary since
opening the Law Office of James
Newell, a Boulder, Colorado, based
practice focused on real estate law,
estate planning and small business law.
Nikki (Blazey) Nobbe, ’14, has
been named partner with Moore,
Heffernan, Moeller & Meis in Sioux
City, Iowa. Nobbe joined the firm
as an associate in 2014 and focuses
her practice on litigation and employment law,
as well as vaccine injury law.

Patrick J. Krebs, ’13, has been
elected partner at Kutak Rock.
He focuses his practice primarily
on commercial real estate
development, acquisitions,
dispositions and commercial leasing
transactions in the firm’s Omaha office.

Zachary J. Pahlke, ’14, Mallette County state’s
attorney, has been appointed to the South
Dakota 24/7 Sobriety Program Advisory Board
by Attorney General Jason Ravnsborg.

Alexis L. Pappas, ’13, has been
elected partner at Kutak Rock.
She concentrates her practice on
employee benefits law in the firm’s
Omaha office.
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Mark D. Carraher, ’15, has joined the
Lancaster County Public Defender’s
Office.

Megan Rae Theesen, ’16, has joined the
Lancaster County Public Defender’s office.
Kelsey E. B. Knoer, ’17, has been named attorneyadvisory (general) at the Department of Defense
Office of General Counsel (International Affairs).
Formerly, Knoer was an associate attorney with
Boyce Law Firm in Sioux Falls.

Brian J. Fahey, ’15, and wife, Sara Cowan,
welcomed baby Clara Cowan Fahey, born March
23, 2020. Fahey is an associate attorney at
Fraser Stryker in Omaha.

Rebecca R. Chasek, ’17, is lead
attorney providing public defender
services for Box Butte County
Public Defender’s office.

Shay L. Garvin, ’15, has joined
the Omaha office of Erickson
Sederstrom as an associate attorney
dealing primarily with corporate,
commercial real estate and
transportation matters.

Phoebe L. Gydesen, ’17, has joined
the Nebraska Attorney General’s
office.

Nathan A. Johnson, LL.M., '15, and
wife Sarah, welcomed baby Jesse
Warren on January 19, 2020.

Kelsey Heino, ’17, has joined the
Lincoln law firm Woods Aitken,
where she practices labor and
employment law.

Shannon G. McCoy, ’15, has joined
the Omaha office of Fidelity
National Title Group as an associate
claims counsel.
Cecily S. Sweet, ’15, has joined
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck
as an associate in Denver, Colorado.
Previously, she served as a
management consultant with Talent
Plus.

Jennifer L. Hiatt, ’17, has been
named section facilitator for the
Nebraska State Bar Association.

Nathan P. Husak, ’17, was named
the 2019 Young Professional of the
Year by the Kearney Area Chamber
of Commerce. Husak practices
with Bruner Frank Schumacher in
Kearney, where he focuses on a variety of areas,
including criminal defense, family and juvenile
law, land and contract disputes and personal
injury law. Husak also volunteers as a mock trial
coach at Kearney Catholic High School.

Jordan M. Talsma, ’15, has joined
Beecher Field Walker Morris
Hoffman & Johnson in Waterloo,
Iowa. He primarily practices in civil
litigation, personal injury and family
law.
Daniel L. Marks, ’16, has joined
the employment law group at
Gammage & Burnham in Phoenix,
Arizona, where he focuses on
employment litigation, human
resource issues and corporate matters.

Adam W. Kauffman, ’17, has joined
Endacott Peetz & Timmer in
Lincoln, where he practices estate
and trust litigation and resolution,
as well as commercial litigation
and employment law. Formerly, he served as a
judicial clerk for Chief Judge Frankie J. Moore
on the Nebraska Court of Appeals.

Samuel R. O’Neill, ’16, has joined
the litigation team at Abrahams
Kaslow and Cassman LLP.
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Ryan P. Maloley, ’17, has joined the
Omaha office of Koley Jessen as
an associate attorney. He focuses
his practice on middle market
corporate and private equity
transactions.

Jennifer L. Atwood, ’18, wed Eric Sturm in
Omaha on September 1, 2019. Atwood works at
Omaha’s Husch Blackwell office as an associate.
Kyle E. Dostal, ’18, has joined the
Omaha office of Koley Jessen as
a staff attorney. He focuses his
practice on corporate and business
matters.

Adolfo “Danny” Reynaga,
’17, a 2014 Chadron State
College alumnus, spoke at the
undergraduate commencement
exercises on December 18, 2019.
Reynaga is an attorney for Legal Aid of
Nebraska in Scottsbluff and shared advice he
drew from his recent law school experiences.
“The greatest stories in life will not be written in
the ink of fear and self-doubt, but rather in that
of confidence and bold determination.”

Rebekha K. Dostal, ’18, has joined
Jackson & Ojeda in Cheyenne,
Wyoming, as an associate attorney.
Dostal wed Benjamin Owens in
Norfolk on November 2, 2019.
Meaghan A. Geraghty, ’18, has
joined Friedman Law Offices,
where she focuses her practice
in medical malpractice and
negligence and other areas of
health care law. Previously, she practiced law in
Bozeman, Montana.

Lindsey N. Schmidt, ’17, has joined
the Minneapolis branch of Dorsey &
Whitney, as an associate. Schmidt
focuses on complex and highstakes litigation and is committed
to providing pro bono services, specifically to
those seeking asylum in the United States. Prior
to joining Dorsey, Schmidt clerked for Hon. John
M. Gerrard, Chief Judge of the United States
District Court for the District of Nebraska.

Joanna M. Uden, ’18, has joined
Egr, Birkel & Wollmer in David City
as an associate. Uden focuses on
civil litigation, family law, estate
planning, social security disability,
healthcare and long-term care planning.

S. Dexter Schrodt, ’17, has joined
Nebraska Medical Association,
where he is vice president of
advocacy and regulation, as well
as in-house counsel. Formerly,
Schrodt was a legislative aide with the Nebraska
Legislature.

Alexander D. Clauson, ’19, has
joined the corporate department of
the Omaha law firm Koley Jessen
as an associate attorney.
Addison E. Fairchild, ’19, has joined
the Omaha law firm Baird Holm as
an associate attorney, focusing her
practice on commercial real estate
and energy law.

Kent D. Stejskal, ’17, has been
named assistant prosecuting
attorney for the Jackson County
Prosecutor’s Office in Jackson
County, Missouri. Formerly, Stejskal
was a law clerk for the Hon. Jeffrey Bushur of
the 16th Judicial Circuit in Jackson County.

Ellen M. Geisler, ’19, has joined the
Omaha office of Lamson Dugan &
Murray as an associate attorney in
the litigation department.
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Christopher J. Giitter, ’19, has joined
Heidman Law Firm based in Sioux
City, Iowa, and Whorley Heidman
Law Firm based in Sheldon, Iowa.

Cody B. Nickel, ’19, and Mariah
Haffield, ’19, were married on
October 19, 2019, in Mankato,
Minnesota. Cody is a federal
judicial law clerk for Hon. Laurie
Smith Camp, judge for the Federal District of
Nebraska.

J. Michael Hannon, ’19, has joined
the litigation practice group with
Baylor Evnen in Lincoln, where he
practices in the area of general civil
litigation.

Mariah J. (Haffield) Nickel, ’19,
and Cody Nickel, ’19, were married
on October 19, 2019, in Mankato,
Minnesota. Nickel works as an
assistant attorney general in the
Criminal Prosecution Bureau of the Nebraska
Attorney General’s Office.

Paul D. Henderson, ’19, has joined
the Lincoln law firm Cline Williams
Wright Johnson & Oldfather as an
associate attorney. His practice
focuses on general litigation 		
matters.

Cameron M. Riecke, ’19, has joined
the Omaha office of Lamson Dugan
& Murray as an associate attorney in
the business department.

Rachel E. Kunz, ’19, has been
named assistant professor within
the criminal justice department at
Wayne State College.

Daniel B. Segura, ’19, has joined
Heidman Law Firm based in Sioux
City, Iowa, and Whorley Heidman
Law Firm based in Sheldon, Iowa.
Segura practices general litigation
which include torts, contracts and landlord
tenant law.
Shannon P. Seim, ’19, has joined the
Nebraska State Bar Association as
the EVOLVES program attorney and
clinic facilitator.

Jay S. Linton, ’19, has joined the
Lincoln law firm of Crosby Guenzel,
where he focuses on commercial
law and civil litigation, agricultural
and cooperative law, corporate
formation and governance, nonprofits and
religious institutions, collections and creditor’s
rights, real estate, and wills and probate.
Mary R. Marcum, ’19, has joined
the Lincoln law firm Cline Williams
Wright Johnson & Oldfather as an
associate attorney. Her practice
focuses on litigation matters.

Elizabeth A. Workentine, ’19, has
joined the Lincoln law firm Endacott
Peetz & Timmer as an associate,
focusing on the areas of estate
and trust planning business and
succession planning and real estate.

Claire E. Monroe, ’19, has joined
Dvorak Law Group’s litigation/
dispute resolution and labor and
employment practice group in
Omaha.

Be sure to let the Alumni
Relations Office know of your
accomplishments,
life changes and new
opportunities.
AlumNotes may be submitted
by visiting the website:
law.unl.edu/keep-touch.

Lauren L. Nichols, ’19, has joined
the Kansas City, Missouri law firm
Bay Otto Coronado as an associate
attorney, assisting in personal injury
and insurance defense matters.
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Dean G. Kratz, ’49, passed away in Omaha on July 30, 2019, at the age of 95. Kratz
was a native of Sidney, where he participated in track, football, basketball and
wrestling. He continued his athletic achievements on the Track and Field team at the
University of Nebraska – Lincoln, where he became the first athlete in conference
history to win the Big 6 Championship in middle distance, eventually earning AllAmerican honors and placed fourth in the NCAA championships. He then attended
law school, where he met the love of his life and fellow law student, Barbara Gale
Blackburn. Kratz practiced with and became partner in the law firm McGrath, North, Mullin, &
Kratz, where he was nationally recognized as a labor law expert and, from the first publication
and thereafter, was named “Best Lawyers in America.” He later served as judge and chief judge on
the Nebraska Court of Industrial Relations for four consecutive terms. Throughout his life, he won
many awards, volunteered on various boards, authored two books, and was thought of as a kind,
generous and funny man, who could tell an exceptional story.
Robert E. Bramson, ’50, passed away on January 24, 2020, in Beverly Hills, California,
at the age of 100. Originally from Omaha, Bramson played basketball at the
University of Nebraska, where he met his wife, Beverly. Later, he was a commissioned
officer, leading the 82nd Airborne and was injured at the Battle of the Bulge. He was
awarded two purple hearts, a bronze star and a combat infantryman’s badge. He
then returned to Nebraska, where he earned his law degree and began working as an
FBI agent in New York City. Bramson then took a position as an attorney with Music
Corporation of America (MCA) in their New York office before moving to Chicago to work in the
television distribution division. Later, he transferred to Los Angeles and became president of MCA’s
International Television Division. Upon retirement, he did consulting work for MGM and enjoyed
playing tennis and reading.
Jess Conrad Nielsen, ’51, died November 22, 2019, at Great Plains Health in North
Platte. He was 93 years old. Nielsen was a clerk in the U.S. Army Air Corps from 19441945. After graduating from the College of Law, Nielsen joined the Crosby law firm
in North Platte and later became a partner at Crosby & Nielsen, subsequently named
Nielsen & Birch. He was particularly interested in water law and represented the
Platte Valley Public Power and Natural Resources District for many years.
Dale C. Putman, ’52, passed away in his sleep on December 15, 2019, at the age of 92.
A native of Ponca, Putnam attended Wayne State Teachers College, at which point he
joined the U.S. Army in June 1945. He was sent to Yale University to study Japanese
and served as an interpreter and officer during his 18-month engagement. After the
war, he completed his studies at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, followed by
completing law school. He began his career as the manager of the Credit Bureau of
Sioux City, Iowa, and then worked for Metz baking company for 23 years eventually
becoming the president of the company. In 1976, he moved to Leawood, Kansas, where he
served as president, CEO and chairman of Interstate Brands Corporation and its parent company,
Interstate Bakeries, from which he retired in 1985. After retirement, he and his wife, Alice, spent
their time focusing on and attending family activities.
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David B. Downing, ’53, passed away November 19, 2019, at the age of 90, surrounded
by his children. Downing, a trial court lawyer focused on civil and criminal law, loved
and thrived in the courtroom. He was a true believer of the U.S. Constitution and the
right to a fair trial, often taking on clients as a court-appointed attorney, sometimes
only receiving payments in the form of in-kind lawn mowing, repairs, etc. Downing
also enjoyed the outdoors, fishing and hunting in Nuckolls and Jewell counties, as
well as spending time at the family cabin on Lovewell Lake.
Cyrus (Cy) A. Johnson, ’53, passed away on January 27, 2020, in Palm Desert,
California, after a brief illness. Johnson began his collegiate career at Doane College
in Crete before transferring to the University of Nebraska, where he earned both
his undergraduate and juris doctorate degrees. Following graduation, he served
in the United States Navy as a disbursing officer and Legal Office of the U.S. Fleet
Sonar School and commands in San Diego. While in San Diego, he met and married
Charlotte Hardy. Following his time with the Navy, he became a trial attorney with the
United States Treasury Department and worked in the IRS’ regional offices in Los Angeles and San
Francisco. In 1961, he obtained his LL.M. in taxation from the Gould School of Law at the University
of Southern California. Later, the couple moved to Sacramento, where he was an associate, then
partner in the law firm of Diepenbrock, Wulff, Plant, & Hannegan. He then became a partner with
the law firm of Riegels Campos & Kenyon and of counsel in the firm of Goldsberry, Freeman, &
Guzman. He was an avid outdoorsman and enjoyed spending time with his family.
Stephen C. Flansburg, ’56, passed away on October 8, 2019, in Omaha,
at the age of 91.

Frank J. Barrett, ’59, passed away in Omaha on October 13, 2019, at the age of 87.
Barrett was a lifelong Democrat but had many friends who held opposing political
beliefs. He was able to disagree over policy but maintain friendly relationships, as
he approached issues as a moderate. He was known for his wit and humor, both of
which shined when emceeing political events for former Senators Bob Kerrey and
Ben Nelson.
Roger A. Langeheim, ’60, passed away October 17, 2019, at the age of 84. Langeheim
attended the University of Nebraska to obtain both his undergraduate degree in
journalism and later, his juris doctorate degree. Upon graduation, he moved to Kansas
City to begin his legal career. He married Susan McMichael in 1963, and the couple
moved to Dallas, Texas. He began a career with Dresser Industries, where he traveled
internationally as an attorney. He retired from Dresser in 2000, at which time he was
vice president of general counsel. In retirement, he loved working on the family farm
and riding his John Deere tractors.
Charles F. Noren, ’61, passed away at his home on January 19, 2020, at the age of 86.
Noren practiced at several local law firms for over 50 years, eventually establishing
his own private practice. He became a registered lobbyist in the Nebraska Unicameral
and in 1967, began serving as a Lincoln municipal judge. He was a Korean War
veteran, a member of the Masonic Lodge and Hickman American Legion Post 105
and aided in the establishment of the Norris School District Educational Foundation.
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Don H. Sherwood, ’61, passed away on August 12, 2019, in Lone Tree, Colorado. Sherwood
practiced at Parcel, Mauro, Hultin, & Spaanstra in Denver, where he focused his 30-year career on
natural resources and mining law.
James “Sedg” L. Sedgwick, ’64, passed away on January 23, 2020, at the age of 80.
Sedgwick earned his undergraduate degree from Doane University. After graduating
law school, he served in the United States Air Force as captain in the JAG Corps,
stationed in Minnesota. After serving his country, he moved to Lincoln and joined
the Nebraska Department of Insurance as general counsel. While in Lincoln, he met
and married Elizabeth Howell. He then joined Crosby, Guenzel, and Pansing, where
he practiced until 1979. He then moved to Kansas City, where he was general counsel
of United Investors Life Insurance Company, then moved to Birmingham, where he became
president. He retired from life in corporate law in 1998 and founded Sedgwick Consulting, where he
specialized in insurance business.
Ralph M. Anderson, ’65, passed away on February 25, 2020.
Byron W. Fallesen, ’65, passed away on December 26, 2019, at his home in Elwood,
after battling cancer for a short time. He was 77 years old. Fallesen practiced law
in Lexington for over 50 years. Upon retirement, he enjoyed golfing and hunting,
spending time with his family and continued his love of everything sweet.

William Hume “Bill” Everett III, ’67, passed away on September 1, 2019, at St. Francis
Hospital in Tulsa, Oklahoma, at the age of 82. Everett attended the United States
Naval Academy before becoming a Navy submarine officer. After graduating from
the College of Law, he returned to Casper, Wyoming, where he grew up. There he
partnered with his father, Hume Everett. Later he accepted a position as general
counsel for Terra Resources in Tulsa and Dallas, Texas. He returned to Casper, where
he joined the law firm of Williams, Porter, Day & Neville.
Alden A. “Abe” Abraham, ’70, passed away on August 2, 2019, in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, at the age of 78 years old. A native of Richland, Abraham served as an
officer in the U.S. Navy for three and a half years and then served in the Reserves
while attending the College of Law. He was a partner with Arthur Anderson before
owning Top Tool Co., which produced micro miniature components mostly for the
medical device industry in Blaine, Minnesota.
Gary G. Chunka, ’70, passed away October 25, 2019, at the age of 80. Chunka earned
both undergraduate and juris doctor degrees from the University of Nebraska. Prior
to law school, he served as captain with the Artillery Corps in the United States Army
and Army Reserve. After graduation, he worked in Peat Marwick’s Lincoln office and
was appointed deputy tax commissioner in January 1971. In 1979, he was named tax
commissioner and later that year, became partner of Peters & Chunka, which focused
on taxation. He retired in 2018.
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David R. Parker, ’70, passed away on January 16, 2020, after a year-long battle against
brain cancer. He was 80 years old. While at the College of Law, Parker served as editor
in chief of the Nebraska Law Review. Upon graduation, he became partner in the Nelson
& Harding Law firm, later establishing and working in the Denver office. Later, he
returned to Lincoln and served as vice president and general counsel for Crete Carrier
Corporation. He ended his career in 1996, when he retired from what was formerly the
law firm of Rembolt, Leudtke, Parker & Berger. Throughout his career and retirement,
Parker was a member of various boards and was active in the community.
Samuel “Sam” F. Seever, ’70, passed away on August 6, 2019, at the age of 74.
Seever was a native of Superior, where he appreciated growing up, practicing law
and later becoming the mayor. After earning a bachelor of arts degree from Nebraska
Wesleyan University, he attended law school and, for the majority of his career, was
vice president of legal services and senior legal counsel at MDS Pharma Services/Harris
Laboratories Inc. in Lincoln. Seever loved his family and life, involving himself socially,
politically and philanthropically. He served on numerous boards and in his downtime
enjoyed fishing, hunting, reading, golfing, traveling, gourmet food and wine but most of all, enjoyed
entertaining everyone he met.
Alan H. Curtiss, ’71, passed away December 3, 2018, at the age of 70. Curtiss was one
of eleven family members to graduate from Nebraska Law.

Gary E. Lacey, ’71, passed away on January 2, 2020, at the age of 79. Lacey earned his
undergraduate degree in journalism from the University of Nebraska, after which he
worked in Illinois before joining the Army, where he spent two years serving in Thailand
during the Vietnam War. His time in Vietnam provoked his interest in law, returning
to the University to obtain his law degree. He then worked for the Lancaster County
Attorney’s Office for 35 years, 20 as county attorney. This position inspired a passion
for others, advocating for those in need, which led he and others to establish the
Child Advocacy Center in Lincoln. He was a member of numerous boards and in his spare time and
retirement enjoyed travel, photography, his dogs, cooking, friends and family.
Thomas R. Hickey, ’75, passed away on November 22, 2019, in Omaha. He was
passionate about all Husker sports, his grandchildren, wine, nature, national parks, the
legal profession and his Phi Kappa Psi brothers.

Richard A. Maughmer, ’79, passed away September 16, 2019, in Washington Court
House, Ohio. In 1972, Maughmer enlisted with the United States Air Force and had a
combined total of 37 years serving both active duty and in reserve capacity, retiring
as a colonel in 2009. In 1979, he began his practice in Logansport. In 1983, he started
working part-time in the Cass County Prosecutor’s Office, and then Governor Robert D.
Orr appointed him Cass County prosecutor in 1986. Maughmer was currently serving as
superior court judge for Cass County, a position he held since 2001.
Dennis D. Thompson, ’80, passed away on March 9, 2020, surrounded by his loved ones and
listening to his favorite Elvis tunes. Upon graduating from Kearney State College, he and his college
sweetheart, Ann, moved to and married in Lincoln. Upon completion of law school, he began his
legal career, focusing on finance and insurance industries. He was a devoted dad and loved coaching
his sons in various sports.
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Robert P. “Bob” Goodwin, ’81, died on January 2, 2020, at his home in Sidney, after
a 10-month battle with cancer. He was 63 years old. After his graduation from the
College of Law, Goodwin moved to Ogallala where he served as deputy Keith County
Attorney and Arthur County Attorney. In 1986, he moved to Sidney, where he served
as Cheyenne County Attorney. Subsequently, he practiced law in Sidney with Tom
Sonntag, ’75, until his death. He served 20 years on the Governor’s Commission for the
Protection of Children, nine years of the Supreme Court Commission of Children and
the Courts and six years on the Oil and Gas Commission.
Scott C. Cleal, ’84, passed away on August 21, 2019. Upon graduation, Cleal was
admitted to the Illinois Bar and practiced in DuPage, Will and Kane counties for more
than 30 years. Previously a partner in the law firm of Cleal & Delveaux, P.C., he opened
the law firm of Scott C. Cleal, P.C., in 2008.

Daniel L. Aschwege, ’86, died on July 2, 2019, at his home in Kearney. He was 62 years
old. Aschwege grew up in Lincoln and attended Lincoln East High School. He moved to
Kearney in 1986 and in 1987, joined the Kearney law firm Knapp, Mues, Beaver & Luther.
He practiced in Kearney for 32 years and, at the time of his death, was a shareholder at
Fangmeyer, Aschwege & Besse.
Thomas P. “Tom” Patterson, ’90, lost his 15-month battle with cancer on August 16, 2019.
He was 56 years old. Patterson graduated from Cambridge High School in 1983, then
attended Wesleyan College. In 1991, he married Cathy Nelson in Marshfield, Wisconsin.
He practiced at the Patterson Law Office in Cambridge. He was elected Furnas County
Attorney, a position he held for the last 25 years. He was also the Cambridge city
attorney and represented Twin Valley Rural Electric Company for many years.
Daniel E. Pullen, ’91, passed way on February 26, 2020, in Dannebrog, Neb.
Claudine K. Thorne, ’92, passed away on November 2, 2019, at the age of 52. Thorne
grew up in Nebraska City, then attended Nebraska Wesleyan University, where she
graduated in 1989. She graduated from Nebraska Law in 1992, then returned to
Nebraska City, where she began her career in law. In 1997, she moved to North Platte,
where she worked as the deputy county attorney until December 2018. She then
returned to Lincoln, where she worked at the Department of Health and Human
services as an administrative appeals officer.
Steven D. Woofter, ’06, passed away unexpectedly in Springfield, Oregon, on
December 25, 2019, at the age of 47.
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Murray R. Schmoker, ’07,
passed away on December
21, 2019, at the age of 65.
Schmoker earned his degree in
business administration from
the University of Nebraska at
Kearney in 1983, after which
he moved to Omaha to start his career as a
certified public accountant. During his time
in Kearney, he married his wife Deb. At the
age of 50, he accomplished a lifelong goal
by obtaining his juris doctorate degree.
Through his career, he was considered an
active member and leader in the Omaha
community, always serving with integrity. In
his spare time, he took rides on his Harley in
the Loess Hills.
Lucille Griess Rolfes, former
secretary to the dean, passed
away in Lincoln on February
27, 2020. She was 85 years old.
She worked at the Law College
from 1971 until she retired in
1987, serving Deans Henry
Grether, John Strong and Harvey Perlman,
as well as Acting Dean Don Shaneyfelt. In an
article about her retirement in The Nebraska
Transcript, she reflected on her years at the
Law College. “She jokingly described her
office as ‘a dumping grounds for problems,’
ranging from a professor’s lack of textbooks
to leaky ceilings in the building.” She
depicted her philosophy when dealing with
students and faculty as, “A smile brings a
smile.”
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